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Hugo Torbet
Attorney at Law, SBN 147650
3223 Webster St.
San Francisco, CA 94123
Telephone: (415) 986-9400
email: hugotorbet@protonmail.com
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

9

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

HUGO TORBET,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
YOUTUBE, LLC, GOOGLE LLC, and )
DOES 1 through 25, inclusive, )
)
Defendants.
)
)

17

No.
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL

Plaintiff Hugo Torbet avers that:

18

I.

19

1.

Jurisdiction and Venue

Jurisdiction is founded upon 28 U.S.C. S 1331, in that

20

this is an action upon 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 and 1988 for violations

21

of rights guaranteed by the First Amendment of the United States

22

Constitution.

23

supplemental jurisdiction over his state law claims upon the

24

authority of 28 U.S.C. § 1367.

25

2.

In addition, plaintiff invokes this court's

Venue is founded upon 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a)(2), in that a

26

substantial part of the events giving rise to the claims alleged

27

herein occurred in this judicial district.

28

///
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3

II.
3.

Intradistrict Assignment

A substantial part of the events giving rise to the

claims alleged herein occurred in the County of San Francisco.

4
5

III.
4.

Introduction

This complaint arises from a dispute between plaintiff

6

and defendants over the terms of service of defendants' video

7

hosting internet service named "YouTube."

8

terms, and without limitations, plaintiff contends that specific

9

video content which he created and published fully complied with

In the most general

10

all of the relevant terms of service.

11

defendants' misconduct, as described below, that they contend

12

that the specific video content violated certain terms of

13

service, although they did not provide any specific references.

14

IV.

Plaintiff infers from

Parties

15

5.

Plaintiff Hugo Torbet is an individual.

16

6.

Defendant YouTube, LLC, is a limited liability company

17

which is based in the State of Delaware, which is registered to

18

do business in the State of California at 901 Cherry Ave., San

19

Bruno, CA 94066, and which is in good standing in both states.

20

7.

Defendant Google LLC is a limited liability company

21

which is based in the State of Delaware, which is registered to

22

do business in the State of California at 1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy,

23

Mountain View, CA 94043, and which appears to be in good standing

24

in both states.

25

alleges, that Google LLC manages or owns, in whole, or in part,

26

or both manages and owns, YouTube, LLC.

27
28

8.

Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon

The true names and capacities of those defendants sued

herein by the fictitious designations of Does 1 through 25,
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1

inclusive, are unknown to plaintiff at the present time.

2

true names and capacities will be included in an amendment to

3

this complaint as soon as they are ascertained.

4

informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that each of these

5

fictitiously named defendants is legally or equitably liable or

6

responsible to him on the facts averred herein.

7
8
9

V.
9.

Their

Plaintiff is

Facts

Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon alleges,

that in doing, or omitting to do, the things they are herein

10

alleged to have done, or omitted to do, each defendant was the

11

employee, agent, partner, joint venturer, affiliate, or co-

12

conspirator of each of the other defendants, and was acting

13

within the course and scope of that employment, agency,

14

partnership, joint venture, affiliation, or conspiracy.

15

10.

In addition, plaintiff is informed and believes, and

16

thereon alleges, that in doing, or failing to do, the things they

17

are herein alleged to have done, or omitted to do, each

18

defendant, including without limitation, YouTube, LLC, and Google

19

LLC, was acting under the color of law, in the agency of, at the

20

behest, or direction, or under the control of, or in partnership,

21

agreement, or conspiracy with, the United States Government, or

22

various of its officials who had actual or apparent legal

23

authority, and pursuant to a policy, regulation, or law of the

24

United States Government.

25

11.

On approximately April 11, 2014, plaintiff opened an

26

account with defendants which included, inter alia, the creation

27

of a "channel" on which to publish video content.

28

was, and remains, subject to adhesive terms of service which
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1

defendants require and impose for such an account, and which

2

defendants unilaterally change from time-to-time.

3
4

12.

on the following webpage:

5
6
7
8
9

The current version of the terms of service is set out

https://www.youtube.com/static?template=terms
13.

A re-print of the current version of the terms of

service is attached as Pages 1 to 14 of the Appendix hereto.
14.

The current version of the terms of service which are

set out, and maintained by defendants, on the webpage identified

10

in Paragraph 12 is hereby incorporated by reference as though

11

fully set forth herein.

12

15.

On November 24, 2021, plaintiff published a video on

13

his YouTube channel entitled:

14

Dead End."

15

series on some of the catastrophic failure in the government's

16

response to the so-called "Covid-19 pandemic."

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

16.

"Nuernberg, USA, II: Exit 666, a

This is the second episode in a five-part, fact-based

The complete text of the episode, not including video

clips and exhibits, is as follows:
The last time fascism reared its evil head,
humanity survived. Then tribunals of international
justice were convened in Nuremberg, Germany.
Some of the people who were responsible for the
war crimes and the crimes against humanity were held to
account. The criminals included judges and doctors who
authorized and conducted medical experiments on human
beings who had not consented, and who were injured or
killed in the experiments.

24
25
26

Upon fair trial process, "guilty" verdicts were
rendered against most of the doctors who had been
charged. Most of these were sentenced to life in
prison. A few, who were also Nazi party members, were
hung until dead.

27
28

The proceedings of the court were transcribed, and
are preserved in writing. The trial transcript shows
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1
2
3
4
5

that the inhumane, illegal, and immoral medical
experiments which the Nazi doctors conducted under
color of law, included infecting prisoners with
malaria, and then testing various drugs on them,
infecting prisoners with epidemic jaundice, and
observing the pain and suffering, infecting prisoners
with spotted fever, and then testing various vaccines
and chemicals on them. In addition, the Nazi doctors
conducted similar experiments with yellow fever,
smallpox, typhus, cholera, and diphtheria.

6
7
8

The Nazi doctors in one prison camp conducted
muscle and nerve removals to test theories of
regeneration, and they conducted bone transplantations,
causing intense agony, mutilation, and permanent
disability.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

The doctors also participated in a program of
euthanasia of those who the party considered to be
"useless eaters", including the aged, insane, incurably
ill, and deformed children. The relatives of the
victims were informed that the victims had died from
natural causes, such as heart failure.
The trials were conducted upon ordinary criminal
process. This means that the doctors were charged by
an indictment.
Of note, the doctors were charged in count three
with crimes against humanity for conducting medical
experiments on people who had not consented, and who
suffered brutalities, cruelties, tortures, atrocities,
and other inhuman acts.
The judges who had authorized the experiments
under the specious laws were charged with conspiracy,
and they were charged with crimes against humanity,
since they had authorized the commission of the
atrocities and offenses.
This may seem like ancient history. However, we
should not fall into the trap of forgetting the
important lessons from this episode of society-wide
moral failure.

23
24

I mention this trial, because it set forth certain
principles of medical research which together are
called the "Nuremberg Code."

25
26
27
28

The court found that there are times when medical
experiments on human beings can conform with the ethics
of the medical profession. However, certain basic
principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral,
ethical and legal concepts. Chief among these
principles is that the human subject must consent
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1
2
3
4

voluntarily. He should be able to exercise his free
power of choice, without the intervention of any
element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching,
or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion.
Further, it is the duty and responsibility of the
doctor to ascertain the quality of the human subject's
consent.

5

This principle has not been lost in the sands of
time.

6
7

Paragraph 7.1.2 of the American Medical
Association Code of Ethics instructs licensed doctors
that:

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Informed consent is an essential safeguard in
research. The obligation to obtain informed
consent arises out of respect for persons and a
desire to respect the autonomy of the individual
deciding whether to volunteer to participate in
biomedical or health research. For these reasons,
no person may be used as a subject in research
against his or her will.
Further, federal law, at subpart E, of Section
360bbb-3, of Title 21, of the United States Code,
provides that everyone has the option to refuse the
administration of an unapproved product or a product
which has been approved for emergency use.
The difficulty with international law and with
ethical codes is that they are difficult to enforce in
real time. The technicalities of why this is so don't
matter. The point is that because of this
circumstance, governments and their agents are almost
never motivated to respect international law or ethical
codes. Nevertheless, the time could, and should, come
when those who are responsible for the crimes which are
afoot in the Covid-19 vaccine experiment are held to
account.

21
22
23
24

I shudder to think what justice will look like
once humanity survives the gene modification experiment
being conducted by our government at the behest of the
pharmaceutical industry.
But make no mistake about it.
survive.

Humanity will

25
26
27
28

Too many men have fought and died for the freedom
bequeathed to us that it is impossible that the
American Dream, which is guaranteed by our founding
documents, will vanish in the dawn, lost to the
foolishness of the weak and decadent who are too stupid
or too distracted to cherish and conserve their
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1

birthright.

2

5

In the here and now we can but hope that our
judgment will be fair and measured, since it will
reflect as much upon us as it will upon the criminals.
Indeed, we must commit that we will act with the moral
clarity and reason of our forebears when the inevitable
accounting of this moment is rendered. For we
ourselves will be held to account by history.

6

17.

3
4

This subject video content is also published on

7

plaintiff's Rumble channel.

8

follows:

9

The link for the video is as

https://rumble.com/vpvpxu-nuernberg-usa-ii-exit-666-a-d

10

ead-end.html

11

18.

On October 2, 2022, defendants sent plaintiff an email

12

representing that "Our team has reviewed your content, and,

13

unfortunately, we think it violates our medical misinformation

14

policy."

15

"removed the ... content from YouTube."

16

stated that plaintiff could "appeal and [defendants would] take

17

another look."

18

19.

The email also informed plaintiff that defendants had
Finally, the email

A true and correct pdf print of the email is attached

19

as Pages 15 to 17 of the Appendix hereto.

20

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein.

21

20.

It is hereby

A true and correct pdf print of YouTube's medical

22

misinformation policy for which the aforementioned email provided

23

a link is attached as Pages 18 to 21 of the Appendix hereto, and

24

is hereby incorporated by referenece as though fully set forth

25

herein.

26

21.

Plaintiff did lodge an appeal in the manner accorded.

27

22.

About two hours after the appeal was lodged, defendants

28

sent plaintiff a second email.

In this second email, defendants
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1

represent that "We have reviewed your content carefully, and have

2

confirmed that it violates our medical misinformation policy."

3

23.

A true and correct pdf print of the email is attached

4

as Pages 22 to 23 of the Appendix hereto.

5

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein.

6

24.

It is hereby

After receiving the second of these two emails,

7

plaintiff confronted defendants in the communications systems

8

which they provide.

9

of falsely representing that a human being had reviewed the

Specifically, plaintiff accused defendants

10

subject video content, and of acting at the behest of the

11

government.

12

person so accused would have denied them if they were not true.

These are serious accusations, and a reasonable

13

25.

Defendants did not deny the accusations.

14

26.

A true and correct JPG file print is attached as Page

15

24 of the Appendix hereto.

16

reference as though fully set forth herein.

17

It is hereby incorporated by

VI.

Claims

18

First Claim for Relief

19

(Declaratory Relief)

20

27.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all averments in

21

Paragraphs 1 through 26, inclusive, as though fully set forth

22

herein.

23

28.

When plaintiff accepted defendants' offer of an account

24

on the YouTube video platform, subject to the unilateral terms of

25

service then in effect, a contract was formed between the

26

parties, in that the parties were capable of contracting, they

27

consented to the agreement, and the agreement had a lawful object

28

and was supported by sufficient consideration.
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1

29.

An actual controversy now exists between the parties

2

concerning plaintiff's rights under the parties' contract, and

3

more specifically, whether or not the subject video content

4

violates defendants' medical misinformation policy.

5

30.

Plaintiff contends that not only does the subject video

6

content not violate defendants' medical misinformation policy,

7

but also not one statement in the presentation can be fairly

8

characterized as misinformation, disinformation, or

9

malinformation, as those terms are used in English language

10

communications in the United States of America as of the date of

11

this writing.

12

31.

According to the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure

13

Security Agency, which is an authorized and funded agency of the

14

United States Government, these terms are currently defined as

15

follows:

16
17

a.

Misinformation is false, but not created or shared

with the intention of causing harm;

18

b.

Disinformation is deliberately created to mislead,

19

harm, or manipulate a person, social group, organization, or

20

country; and

21

c.

Malinformation is based on fact, but used out of

22

context to mislead, harm, or manipulate.

23

32.

24
25

These definitions are published by the United States

Government at https://www.cisa.gov/mdm, among other places.
33.

Attached as Pages 25 to 27 of the Appendix hereto is a

26

true and correct pdf print of a "toolkit" published by the

27

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency concerning

28

"Disinformation and Covid-19."

It is hereby incorporated by
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1
2

reference as though fully set forth herein.
34.

Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon

3

alleges, that defendants use the government's definitions, or

4

definitions which are substantially similar, when evaluating or

5

examining video content as potential misinformation,

6

disinformation, or malinformation.

7

imply, let alone concede, that defendants have any intellectual

8

integrity or good faith when it comes to such evaluations or

9

examinations.

This is not, however, to

In fact, defendants permit and frequently pay all

10

sorts of malicious actors to propagate false and dangerous

11

material on YouTube.

12

35.

For example, defendants will permit and pay almost

13

anyone to propagate the slogan that the mRNA experiment allegedly

14

undertaken by the Medical-Industrial Complex as an intervention

15

to prevent infections and transmission of an alleged virus

16

commonly known as "SARS-CoV-2," and its various mutations, is

17

"safe and effective."

18

evidence is that the mRNA experiment is neither.

19

fact, the slogan that the mRNA experiment is "safe and effective"

20

is, indisputably, misinformation at best, and disinformation at

21

worst.

22

36.

In point of fact, the hard, indisputable
In point of

On the one hand, the mRNA injections have caused more

23

injuries than all other vaccines combined, and more than three

24

times as many deaths, and this horrifying field report is based

25

only on information which our unduly secretive government has

26

been willing to declassify, and which is currently known, barely

27

eighteen months into the mRNA experiment.

28

[compilation of official Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1
2

data through September 16, 2022].)
37.

On the other hand, the mRNA experiment has not been

3

effective.

4

Anthony Fauci, who is, in a technique of classic propaganda,

5

propped up as an "expert," like those nine out of ten doctors who

6

preferred Camels, so as to fool the public about the true nature

7

of his sales pitch, has admitted that the mRNA injections DO NOT

8

prevent the infection by, or the transmission of, the alleged

9

virus, SARS-CoV-2, which allegedly causes an alleged respiratory

10
11

Even the chief salesman of the mRNA experiment,

disease commonly known as "Covid-19."
38.

Worse than this, defendants' conduct, which includes

12

not just publishing harmful and dangerous disinformation, but

13

also suppressing, i.e., censoring, dissent – even where the

14

dissent is nothing more than verifiably true facts – is part of

15

an orchestrated and continuing deception of the public to

16

persuade people to submit to the mRNA experiment despite its

17

documented high risk of injury and death, and its complete lack

18

of efficacy.

19

defendants' conduct is part of, and in furtherance of the

20

objectives of, a historically sinister propaganda campaign drawn

21

directly from the Nazi playbook.

22

39.

To be more specific, it is indisputable that

For example, after the World War II, military

23

intelligence was quite keen to learn the Nazi secret to, among

24

other things, controlling a domestic population, i.e., how to

25

"induce [a] desired frame of mind in the population," such as,

26

acquiescence to the murder of millions of people on a specious

27

and morally bankrupt rationale.

28

a result, several of the top Nazis were debriefed.
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1
2

were developed into a manual on modern psychological warfare.
40.

This manual is now declassified.

A true and correct

3

copy of the text of the manual is attached as Pages 46 to 92 of

4

the Appendix hereto.

5

though fully set forth herein.

6

41.

It is hereby incorporated by reference as

What our spooks learned was that if a government can

7

frighten and isolate its people, pound away at a few simple

8

themes or slogans across all media, and suppress all dissent, it

9

can instill almost any delusion in the public, which will then

10

accept as natural the most primitive acts.

11

¶¶ 24-25.)

12

will create such cognitive dissonance, that even if people are

13

eventually shown that what they have been told and believe is

14

wrong, most will "withdraw into the fortress of collective

15

thinking and will hide behind some emotional slogan," (Ibid.,)

16

e.g., "It's a pandemic of the unvaccinated."

17

42.

(Appendix, pp. 58-59,

This process is akin to hypnosis, and in the end,

Using "a vast network of schools and laboratories,

18

staffed with their ablest psychologists and technicians," (Id.,

19

p. 52, ¶ 9,) the Nazis essentially proved, among other things,

20

Mark Twain's point that it is much easier to fool someone than it

21

is to convince him that he's been fooled.

22

a phenomenon we will almost certainly witness now that the truth

23

is finally lacing up its boots to stand before all of the people

24

who (foolishly) believed the government's lies, which lies have

25

in the meantime, traveled around the world and back again, having

26

left unfathomable death and misery in their wake.

27
28

43.

Unfortunately, this is

In any event, not only does the subject video content

not violate defendants' medical misinformation policy, but also
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1

defendants' claim that "[W]e think it violates our medical

2

misinformation policy," and their decision thereon to "remove[]

3

the ... content from YouTube," were not made in "good faith", as

4

that term is used in 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(2).

5

44.

Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon

6

alleges, that defendants contend, or will contend, that the

7

subject video content violates their published medical

8

misinformation policy and that they were justified under the

9

terms of service in removing it from the YouTube video hosting

10

platform.

11

particular provision of the policy on which defendants rely, or

12

will rely, and hereby reserves his right to amend this complaint

13

to set forth all such specifics once they are learned.

14

45.

Plaintiff has no information or belief about which

Accordingly, a justiciable dispute exists between the

15

parties concerning defendants' terms of service, (Appendix, pp. 1

16

to 14,) which the court should resolve upon 28 U.S.C. § 2201 by

17

rendering a declaration of plaintiff's rights in those terms of

18

service, because such a judgment will clarify the legal relations

19

between the parties and accord them relief from uncertainty,

20

insecurity, and controversy in the continuing existence of their

21

contract.

22

Second Claim for Relief

23

(Breach of Contract)

24

46.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all averments in

25

Paragraphs 1 through 45, inclusive, as though fully set forth

26

herein.

27
28

47.

A material provision of the parties' agreement is the

following:
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1
2
3
4

You may access and use the Service as made available to
you, as long as you comply with this Agreement and
applicable law.
(Appendix, p. 4.)
48.

On October 2, 2022, defendants breached the contract

5

between the parties, including, but not limited to, the provision

6

set forth in Paragraph 47, by deleting the subject video content

7

from plaintiff's YouTube channel.

8
9

49.

Plaintiff performed all of his obligations under the

contract, including, but not limited to, creating and publishing

10

in the subject video content video content which is in compliance

11

with defendants' terms of service, both those in effect when the

12

subject video content was published and when defendants breached

13

the contract as herein alleged.

14

50.

Defendants' breach of contract caused plaintiff to

15

suffer foreseeable damages of a nature and in an amount which

16

will be proven at trial.

17

Third Claim for Relief

18

(Reformation of Contract)

19

51.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all averments in

20

Paragraphs 1 through 50, inclusive, as though fully set forth

21

herein.

22
23
24
25
26

52.

The contract between the parties is governed by

California law.
53.

(Appendix, p. 14.)

The contract between the parties affects the public

interest.
54.

The contract between the parties is an adhesion

27

contract, in that it is a standardized contract, which was

28

drafted and imposed defendants, who enjoyed significantly greater
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1

bargaining strength, and which relegated to plaintiff, the

2

subscribing party, only the opportunity to adhere to the contract

3

or to reject it.

4

bargaining and equality of bargaining which are thought of as the

5

parents of the American law of contracts.

As such, it does not issue from that freedom in

6

55.

7

10

Except as required by applicable law, YouTube, its
affiliates, officers, directors, employees and agents
will not be responsible for any loss of profits,
revenues, business opportunities, goodwill, or
anticipated savings; loss or corruption of data;
indirect or consequential loss; punitive damages caused
by:

11

...

8
9

12
13

The contract includes the following provision:

7.

the removal or unavailability of any content.

(Id., pp. 11-12.)

14

56.

15

YouTube and its affiliates' total liability for any
claims arising from or relating to the service is
limited to the greater of: (A) the amount of revenue
that YouTube has paid to you from your use of the
service in the 12 months before the date of your
notice, in writing to YouTube, of the claim; and (B)
USD $500.

16
17
18

The contract also includes the following:

19

(Id., p. 12.)

20

57.

These two so-called "exculpatory" provisions quoted in

21

the two paragraphs immediately preceding, and both of them, are a

22

violation of California law.

23

58.

(California Civil Code § 1668.)

These two exculpatory provisions, and both of them, are

24

also unconscionable, in that they are the product of inequality

25

in bargaining power, and in that they are oppressive and

26

objectively unreasonable.

27
28

59.

Wherefore, the court should order, decree, and adjudge

upon California Civil Code §§ 3399 et seq., inter alia, that
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
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1

these provisions are severed from the terms of service as

2

unenforceable.

(See also, Appendix, p. 13 [severance clause].)

3

Fourth Claim for Relief

4

(Fraud by False Promise)

5

60.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all averments in

6

Paragraphs 1 through 59, inclusive, as though fully set forth

7

herein.

8
9

61.

As averred in Paragraph 47, the contract between the

parties includes defendants' promise that plaintiff may access

10

and use YouTube, as long as he complies with the terms of service

11

and applicable law.

12

62.

(Appendix, p. 4.)

In addition, defendants also promised that upon an

13

appeal of a strike, their "review team" would examine the tagged

14

content for a violation of the rules, and that this examination

15

would be conducted fairly and in good faith.

16
17

63.

(Id., p. 93.)

When defendants made these promises, they had no

intention of honoring them.

18

64.

Defendants did, however, intend that plaintiff rely on

19

the promises.

20

65.

In fact, plaintiff did rely on defendants' promises,

21

and did so reasonably, in that plaintiff had been publishing

22

video content for several years, all without any problems, except

23

a few, minor copyright issues which were resolved quicky, and

24

mostly in plaintiff's favor.

25

66.

To elaborate on Paragraph 65, on or about November 26,

26

2021, which was after the subject video content was published,

27

defendants deleted the third episode in the five-part series of

28

which the subject video content was the second.
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1

this third episode is "Nuernberg, USA, III: Hazard at Greed and

2

Ignorance," and it was published after the subject video content

3

was published.

4

a.

5

https://youtu.be/qUzpNvUaU14

6
7

The details of the incident are recounted here:

b.

The deleted video content itself may be viewed on

plaintiff's Rumble channel here:

8

https://rumble.com/vpx9ti-nuernberg-usa-iii-hazard

9

-at-greed-and-ignorance.html

10

c.

Plaintiff does not hereby seek redress for

11

defendants' deletion of the third episode.

However, he

12

reserves his right to amend this complaint to include this

13

misconduct as a basis for relief upon further consideration.

14

67.

In fact, defendants did not honor either of their

15

promises with respect to the subject video content.

16

the subject video content, even though it was, and is, in

17

compliance with the terms of service.

18

process was a sham and a pantomime conducted in bad faith.

19

68.

They deleted

Further, the appeal

Plaintiff has suffered general damages, in that he is

20

an American with a profound commitment to America's founding

21

principles, including that everyone must be permitted to speak on

22

all topics, subject to very, very few limitations, none of which

23

are relevant to the facts of this case.

24

69.

Plaintiff's reliance on defendants' false promises was

25

a substantial factor in causing his harm, in that he published

26

the subject video content to participate in the public dialogue

27

on an important issue, to contribute to the truth finding process

28

of the American democratic process, (see, Id., p. 1 [YouTube is
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1

supposed to be "a forum for people to connect, inform, and

2

inspire others across the globe"],) and to create part of the

3

permanent, first-hand record of these turbulent times for future

4

reference, and in that he probably would not have made the effort

5

had he known that defendants would not honor their promises.

6

70.

An award of punitive damages in favor of plaintiff and

7

against defendants is warranted in this case to punish defendants

8

and to make an example of them.

9

misconduct a fraud, but it was also oppressive, in that the

Not only was defendants'

10

misconduct was despicable and in conscious disregard of

11

plaintiff's rights, and in that it subjected plaintiff to unjust

12

hardship.

13

a.

Defendants were fully cognizant of plaintiff's

14

right of free expression.

15

contract provides that YouTube is an open forum, and that

16

everyone may post anything which does not violate the terms

17

of service.

18

b.

As averred, their own adhesion

Furthermore, even if the contract between the

19

parties didn't expressly grant plaintiff the right of

20

freedom of expression, it is universally known that

21

Americans are guaranteed their unalienable right of freedom

22

of speech by the First Amendment to the United States

23

Constitution.

24

of political opinion is so crucial to a vibrant and dynamic

25

democracy, it is fairly thought of as the foundation of the

26

American Dream.

27

civic life that Congress has repeatedly reiterated it in

28

statute.

Indeed, true freedom of speech and diversity

This right is so fundamental to American

(See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. § 230(a)(3) [the internet is
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1
2

to be maintained as an open forum].)
c.

It is difficult to imagine that many have forgotten

3

the B-side of the record either:

The siren song so pleasing

4

to defendants that "the most ethical, the most coherent, the

5

truest" state is the one which expresses "the conscience and

6

will of the few," (Appendix, p. 96,) and which "accepts the

7

individual only in so far as his interests coincide with

8

those of the State," (Ibid.,) which, in turn, becomes

9

stronger as it "multiplies [the individual's] energies, just

10

as in a regiment a soldier is ... multiplied by the number

11

of his fellow soldiers."

12

lyric of that piece is etched permanently in history's guide

13

stones:

14

p. 96.)

15

d.

(Id., p. 102.)

The essential

"the Fascist State" must be "totalitarian."

(Id.,

While defendants fantasize in the naive ideal of

16

their siren song, they ignore the world's reaction to the

17

horrors which their inbred, half-wit forebears wrought as

18

they marched to the fascist drum beat.

19

world crush the Nazi demon, but the world also came together

20

in hope that mankind would finally and forever adopt and

21

enforce a "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" which

22

provides in pertinent part that:

23
24
25

Not only did the

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression; this right includes freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers.

26

(Appendix, p. 108, Article 19; see also, Id., p. 118

27

[International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

28

Article 19(2)].)
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1

e.

And not for nothing, as computer mediated

2

communication moved from government offices, corporate

3

backrooms, and college campuses into general society to

4

become what people now call, "the internet," the true

5

pioneers of Cyberspace were adamant that the freedoms

6

enjoyed in, and essential to, the World Wide Web not be

7

abridged.

8

a world where anyone, anywhere may express his or
her beliefs, no matter how singular, without fear
of being coerced into silence or conformity.

9
10

They demanded that the internet must be:

(Appendix, p. 127.)

11

f.

The philosophical underpinning of these principles

12

was, of course, very elegantly expressed by John Stuart

13

Mill:

14

16

If all mankind minus one, were of one opinion, and
only one person were of the contrary opinion,
mankind would be no more justified in silencing
that one person, than he, if he had the power,
would be justified in silencing mankind.

17

g.

15

None of this needs repeating for Americans.

This

18

is America.

Defendants, however, have only contempt for the

19

rights of the free people.

20

essential freedom is to the world off of which they leach,

21

because they are blinded by their quarterly reports.

22

problem is aggravated by the fact that defendants have no

23

allegiance to America.

24

created to hide profits from America's creativity in

25

Bermuda, and to evade income tax liability to the United

26

States.

27

of as foreign powers with interests which are hostile to the

28

interests of the American people, and ones with far too much

They do not appreciate how

This

Defendants are mere shell companies

As a result, defendants are most accurately thought
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1

political influence.

Nevertheless, if they choose to profit

2

from the American market, as they have, they must be held to

3

America's rules.

4

Fifth Claim for Relief

5

(Violation of the First Amendment)

6

71.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all averments in

7

Paragraphs 1 through 70, inclusive, as though fully set forth

8

herein.

9

72.

It is equally telling and alarming that as defendants

10

have become agents of the state security apparatus, and have

11

overtly claimed the legacy to and of Goebbels' mission, they

12

retracted their founding motto:

13

question:

14

73.

"Don't Be Evil."

Which begs the

Is it prudent not to infer that they now intend evil?
Obviously, that's neither here, nor there.

This claim

15

is for damages for an act of evil – to wit:

16

violation of plaintiff's civil rights; specifically, the right to

17

freedom of speech guaranteed by the First Amendment to the United

18

States Constitution.

19

74.

defendants'

Plaintiff's publishing of the subject video content,

20

under all of the circumstances of this case, was an activity

21

which was and is protected by the First Amendment.

22

75.

As a result, when defendants deleted the subject video

23

content, they deprived plaintiff of his rights under the First

24

Amendment.

25

76.

Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon

26

alleges, that when defendants deleted the subject video content,

27

they were acting under color of state law, in that they are a

28

willful participant in a joint activity with the government to
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1

police their digital public square, including, but not limited

2

to, the censorship of dissent to the government's approved

3

narratives, and in that there is a close nexus between the

4

government and defendants' police and censorship activities,

5

including, but not limited to, the deletion of the subject video

6

content, which was in furtherance of the partnership, agreement,

7

or conspiracy between defendants and the government.

8

information includes, but is not limited to, the following:

9

a.

Plaintiff's

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security

10

Agency admits that it "partners" with the private sector,

11

including "the social media companies," to combat alleged

12

misinformation, disinformation, and malinformation related

13

to the alleged disease commonly known as "Covid-19," because

14

such alleged misinformation, disinformation, and

15

malinformation allegedly "sows confusion" and "undermines

16

public confidence (i.e., in the government)."

17

https://www.cisa.gov/mdm; and also, Appendix, pp. 25-27

18

[CISA "toolkit"].)

19

b.

(See,

Senator Ron Johnson reports that one of defendants'

20

authorized officers, a certain "Neal Mohan", admitted in

21

sworn testimony before the United States Senate that, in

22

fact, defendants did work with, i.e., plan and conspire

23

with, the government to develop their Covid-19 medical

24

misinformation policy.

25

(i)

On September 21, 2022, Senator Ron Johnson

26

issued a detailed discovery request, so that even more

27

evidence of the partnership, agreement, or conspiracy

28

between defendants and the government is likely to be
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1

available in the near future.

A true and correct copy

2

of this request is attached as Pages 129 to 133 of the

3

Appendix hereto.

4

c.

In addition, the law requires that defendants be

5

forthcoming in discovery, even where doing so will reveal

6

material which is incriminating.

7

believes, and thereon alleges, that the material which the

8

law requires defendants to produce in discovery will

9

include, but not be limited to, irrefutable evidence of the

Plaintiff is informed and

10

partnership, agreement, or conspiracy between defendants and

11

the government to police their digital public square of

12

dissent to the government's approved narratives related to

13

the alleged disease commonly known as "Covid-19."

14

77.

Defendants' violation of plaintiff's First Amendment

15

rights caused, and continues to cause, plaintiff damages, the

16

nature and measure of which will be proven at trial.

17

78.

Furthermore, defendants' violation of plaintiff's First

18

Amendment rights was fraudulent, and oppressive, in that it was

19

despicable and it subjected, and continues to subject, plaintiff

20

to undue hardship, and in that it was committed in conscious

21

disregard of plaintiff's rights.

22

punitive damages is warranted to punish defendants and to serve

23

as a warning to others who would, like defendants, choose to do

24

evil.

Accordingly, an award of

25

Sixth Claim for Relief

26

(Violation of the California Constitution)

27
28

79.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all averments in

Paragraphs 1 through 78, inclusive, as though fully set forth
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1
2
3
4
5
6

herein.
80.

As averred above, the contract between the parties

binds defendants to California law.
81.

(Appendix, p. 14.)

Section 2(a), of Article I, of the Constitution of the

State of California provides that:

7

Every person may freely speak, write and publish his or
her sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for
the abuse of this right.

8

82.

9

Plaintiff's publishing of the subject video content,

under all of the circumstances of this case, was an activity

10

which was and is protected by that provision of the Constitution

11

of the State of California which is quoted in Paragraph 81.

12

83.

As a result, when defendants deleted the subject video

13

content, they deprived plaintiff of his rights under that

14

provision of the Constitution of the State of California which is

15

quoted in Paragraph 81.

16

84.

Defendants' violation of plaintiff's right of freedom

17

of expression as guaranteed by the Constitution of the State of

18

California caused, and continues to cause, plaintiff damages, the

19

nature and measure of which will be proven at trial.

20

85.

Furthermore, defendants' violation of plaintiff's right

21

of freedom of expression as guaranteed by the Constitution of the

22

State of California was fraudulent, and oppressive, in that it

23

was despicable and it subjected, and continues to subject,

24

plaintiff to undue hardship, and in that it was committed in

25

conscious disregard of plaintiff's rights.

26

of punitive damages is warranted to punish defendants and to

27

serve as a warning to others who would join defendants' march or

28

otherwise follow in their path.
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1

VII.

Prayer for Relief

2

Wherefore, plaintiff Hugo Torbet prays judgment as follows:

3

1.

that the court declare that plaintiff's video entitled,

4

"Nuernberg, USA, II: Exit 666, a Dead End," does not violate

5

defendants' terms of service, and that defendants must restore it

6

to the YouTube platform;

7
8

2.

that the court reform the YouTube terms of service by

severing the unconscionable "exculpatory" provisions;

9

3.

that he have an award of damages according to proof;

10

4.

that he have an award of punitive damages sufficient to

11

punish and make an example of defendants;

12

5.

that he have an award of his costs of suit; and

13

6.

that he have and enjoy all other just relief.

14
15

VIII.

Demand for Jury Trial

Plaintiff Hugo Torbet hereby demands trial by jury to the

16

full extent authorized by law for the claims averred herein and

17

for any additional claims which may be averred in amended and

18

supplemental pleadings in this proceeding.

19

Dated:

October 10, 2022

20

Respectfully submitted,

21

s/ Hugo Torbet

22

Hugo Torbet
In pro se

23
24
25
26
27
28
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TERMS OF SERVICE
Welcome to YouTube!
Introduction
Thank you for using the YouTube platform and the products, services
and features we make available to you as part of the platform
(collectively, the "Service").
Our Service
The Service allows you to discover, watch and share videos and other
content, provides a forum for people to connect, inform, and inspire
others across the globe, and acts as a distribution platform for original
content creators and advertisers large and small. We provide lots of
information about our products and how to use them in our Help
Center. Among other things, you can find out about YouTube Kids, the
YouTube Partner Program and YouTube Paid Memberships and
Purchases (where available). You can also read all about enjoying
content on other devices like your television, your games console, or
Google Home.
Your Service Provider
The entity providing the Service is Google LLC, a company operating
under the laws of Delaware, located at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,
Mountain View, CA 94043 (referred to as "YouTube", "we", "us", or
"our"). References to YouTube's "Affiliates" in these terms means the
other companies within the Alphabet Inc. corporate group (now or in
the future).
Applicable Terms
Your use of the Service is subject to these terms, the YouTube
Community Guidelines and the Policy, Safety and Copyright Policies
which may be updated from time to time (together, this "Agreement").
Your Agreement with us will also include the Advertising on YouTube
Policies if you provide advertising or sponsorships to the Service or
Page 1 of 14
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incorporate paid promotions in your content. Any other links or
references provided in these terms are for informational use only and
are not part of the Agreement.
Please read this Agreement carefully and make sure you understand it.
If you do not understand the Agreement, or do not accept any part of it,
then you may not use the Service.
Who may use the Service?
Age Requirements
You must be at least 13 years old to use the Service; however, children
of all ages may use the Service and YouTube Kids (where available) if
enabled by a parent or legal guardian.
Permission by Parent or Guardian
If you are under 18, you represent that you have your parent or
guardian's permission to use the Service. Please have them read this
Agreement with you.
If you are a parent or legal guardian of a user under the age of 18, by
allowing your child to use the Service, you are subject to the terms of
this Agreement and responsible for your child's activity on the Service.
You can find tools and resources to help you manage your family's
experience on YouTube (including how to enable a child under the age
of 13 to use the Service and YouTube Kids) in our Help Center and
through Google's Family Link.
Businesses
If you are using the Service on behalf of a company or organisation, you
represent that you have authority to act on behalf of that entity, and
that such entity accepts this Agreement.

///
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Your Use of the Service
Content on the Service
The content on the Service includes videos, audio (for example music
and other sounds), graphics, photos, text (such as comments and
scripts), branding (including trade names, trademarks, service marks,
or logos), interactive features, software, metrics, and other materials
whether provided by you, YouTube or a third-party (collectively,
"Content").
Content is the responsibility of the person or entity that provides it to
the Service. YouTube is under no obligation to host or serve Content.
If you see any Content you believe does not comply with this
Agreement, including by violating the Community Guidelines or the
law, you can report it to us.
Google Accounts and YouTube Channels
You can use parts of the Service, such as browsing and searching for
Content, without having a Google account. However, you do need a
Google account to use some features. With a Google account, you may
be able to like videos, subscribe to channels, create your own YouTube
channel, and more. You can follow these instructions to create a Google
account.
Creating a YouTube channel will give you access to additional features
and functions, such as uploading videos, making comments or creating
playlists (where available). Here are some details about how to create
your own YouTube channel.
To protect your Google account, keep your password confidential. You
should not reuse your Google account password on third-party
applications. Learn more about keeping your Google account secure,
including what to do if you learn of any unauthorized use of your
password or Google account.

///
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Your Information
Our Privacy Policy explains how we treat your personal data and
protect your privacy when you use the Service. The YouTube Kids
Privacy Notice provides additional information about our privacy
practices that are specific to YouTube Kids.
We will process any audio or audiovisual content uploaded by you to
the Service in accordance with the YouTube Data Processing Terms,
except in cases where you uploaded such content for personal purposes
or household activities. Learn More.
Permissions and Restrictions
You may access and use the Service as made available to you, as long
as you comply with this Agreement and applicable law. You may view
or listen to Content for your personal, non-commercial use. You may
also show YouTube videos through the embeddable YouTube player.
The following restrictions apply to your use of the Service. You are not
allowed to:
1.

access, reproduce, download, distribute, transmit, broadcast,
display, sell, license, alter, modify or otherwise use any part
of the Service or any Content except: (a) as expressly
authorized by the Service; or (b) with prior written
permission from YouTube and, if applicable, the respective
rights holders;

2.

circumvent, disable, fraudulently engage with, or otherwise
interfere with any part of the Service (or attempt to do any
of these things), including security-related features or
features that (a) prevent or restrict the copying or other use
of Content or (b) limit the use of the Service or Content;

3.

access the Service using any automated means (such as
robots, botnets or scrapers) except (a) in the case of public
search engines, in accordance with YouTube's robots.txt file;
or (b) with YouTube's prior written permission;
Page 4 of 14
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4.

collect or harvest any information that might identify a
person (for example, usernames or faces), unless permitted
by that person or allowed under section (3) above;

5.

use the Service to distribute unsolicited promotional or
commercial content or other unwanted or mass solicitations;

6.

cause or encourage any inaccurate measurements of genuine
user engagement with the Service, including by paying
people or providing them with incentives to increase a
video's views, likes, or dislikes, or to increase a channel's
subscribers, or otherwise manipulate metrics in any
manner;

7.

misuse any reporting, flagging, complaint, dispute, or
appeals process, including by making groundless, vexatious,
or frivolous submissions;

8.

run contests on or through the Service that do not comply
with YouTube's contest policies and guidelines;

9.

use the Service to view or listen to Content other than for
personal, non-commercial use (for example, you may not
publicly screen videos or stream music from the Service); or

10.

use the Service to (a) sell any advertising, sponsorships, or
promotions placed on, around, or within the Service or
Content, other than those allowed in the Advertising on
YouTube policies (such as compliant product placements); or
(b) sell advertising, sponsorships, or promotions on any page
of any website or application that only contains Content
from the Service or where Content from the Service is the
primary basis for such sales (for example, selling ads on a
webpage where YouTube videos are the main draw for users
visiting the webpage).

Reservation
Using the Service does not give you ownership of or rights to any aspect
Page 5 of 14
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of the Service, including user names or any other Content posted by
others or YouTube.
Develop, Improve and Update the Service
YouTube is constantly changing and improving the Service. As part of
this continual evolution, we may make modifications or changes (to all
or part of the Service) such as adding or removing features and
functionalities, offering new digital content or services or discontinuing
old ones. We may also need to alter or discontinue the Service, or any
part of it, in order to make performance or security improvements,
make changes to comply with law, or prevent illegal activities on or
abuse of our systems. These changes may affect all users, some users
or even an individual user. When the Service requires or includes
downloadable software (such as the YouTube Studio application), that
software may update automatically on your device once a new version
or feature is available, subject to your device settings.
If we make material changes that negatively impact your use of the
Service, we'll provide you with reasonable advance notice, except in
urgent situations such as preventing abuse, responding to legal
requirements, or addressing security and operability issues. We'll also
provide you with an opportunity to export your content from your
Google Account using Google Takeout, subject to applicable law and
policies.
Your Content and Conduct
Uploading Content
If you have a YouTube channel, you may be able to upload Content to
the Service. You may use your Content to promote your business or
artistic enterprise. If you choose to upload Content, you must not
submit to the Service any Content that does not comply with this
Agreement (including the YouTube Community Guidelines) or the law.
For example, the Content you submit must not include third-party
intellectual property (such as copyrighted material) unless you have
permission from that party or are otherwise legally entitled to do so.
You are legally responsible for the Content you submit to the Service.
Page 6 of 14
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We may use automated systems that analyze your Content to help
detect infringement and abuse, such as spam, malware, and illegal
content.
Rights you Grant
You retain ownership rights in your Content. However, we do require
you to grant certain rights to YouTube and other users of the Service,
as described below.
License to YouTube
By providing Content to the Service, you grant to YouTube a
worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, sublicensable and transferable
license to use that Content (including to reproduce, distribute, prepare
derivative works, display and perform it) in connection with the Service
and YouTube's (and its successors' and Affiliates') business, including
for the purpose of promoting and redistributing part or all of the
Service.
License to Other Users
You also grant each other user of the Service a worldwide,
non-exclusive, royalty-free license to access your Content through the
Service, and to use that Content, including to reproduce, distribute,
prepare derivative works, display, and perform it, only as enabled by a
feature of the Service (such as video playback or embeds). For clarity,
this license does not grant any rights or permissions for a user to make
use of your Content independent of the Service.
Duration of License
The licenses granted by you continue for a commercially reasonable
period of time after you remove or delete your Content from the
Service. You understand and agree, however, that YouTube may
retain, but not display, distribute, or perform, server copies of your
videos that have been removed or deleted.
///
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Right to Monetize
You grant to YouTube the right to monetize your Content on the
Service (and such monetization may include displaying ads on or within
Content or charging users a fee for access). This Agreement does not
entitle you to any payments. Starting November 18, 2020, any
payments you may be entitled to receive from YouTube under any other
agreement between you and YouTube (including for example payments
under the YouTube Partner Program, Channel memberships or Super
Chat) will be treated as royalties. If required by law, Google will
withhold taxes from such payments.
Removing Your Content
You may remove your Content from the Service at any time. You also
have the option to make a copy of your Content before removing it. You
must remove your Content if you no longer have the rights required by
these terms.
Removal of Content By YouTube
If any of your Content (1) is in breach of this Agreement or (2) may
cause harm to YouTube, our users, or third parties, we reserve the
right to remove or take down some or all of such Content in our
discretion. We will notify you with the reason for our action unless we
reasonably believe that to do so: (a) would breach the law or the
direction of a legal enforcement authority or would otherwise risk legal
liability for YouTube or our Affiliates; (b) would compromise an
investigation or the integrity or operation of the Service; or (c) would
cause harm to any user, other third party, YouTube or our Affiliates.
You can learn more about reporting and enforcement, including how to
appeal on the Troubleshooting page of our Help Center.
Community Guidelines Strikes
YouTube operates a system of "strikes" in respect of Content that
violates the YouTube Community Guidelines. Each strike comes with
varying restrictions and may result in the permanent removal of your
channel from YouTube. A full description of how a strike affects your
Page 8 of 14
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channel is available on the Community Guidelines Strikes Basics page.
If you believe that a strike has been issued in error, you may appeal
here.
If your channel has been restricted due to a strike, you must not use
another channel to circumvent these restrictions. Violation of this
prohibition is a material breach of this Agreement and Google reserves
the right to terminate your Google account or your access to all or part
of the Service.
Copyright Protection
We provide information to help copyright holders manage their
intellectual property online in our YouTube Copyright Center. If you
believe your copyright has been infringed on the Service, please send us
a notice.
We respond to notices of alleged copyright infringement according to
the process in our YouTube Copyright Center, where you can also find
information about how to resolve a copyright strike. YouTube's policies
provide for the termination, in appropriate circumstances, of repeat
infringers' access to the Service.
Account Suspension & Termination
Terminations by You
You may stop using the Service at any time. Follow these instructions
to delete the Service from your Google Account, which involves closing
your YouTube channel and removing your data. You also have the
option to download a copy of your data first.
Terminations and Suspensions by YouTube
YouTube reserves the right to suspend or terminate your Google
account or your access to all or part of the Service if (a) you materially
or repeatedly breach this Agreement; (b) we are required to do so to
comply with a legal requirement or a court order; or (c) we reasonably
believe that there has been conduct that creates (or could create)
Page 9 of 14
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liability or harm to any user, other third party, YouTube or our
Affiliates.
Notice for Termination or Suspension
We will notify you with the reason for termination or suspension by
YouTube unless we reasonably believe that to do so: (a) would violate
the law or the direction of a legal enforcement authority; (b) would
compromise an investigation; (c) would compromise the integrity,
operation or security of the Service; or (d) would cause harm to any
user, other third party, YouTube or our Affiliates.
Effect of Account Suspension or Termination
If your Google account is terminated or your access to the Service is
restricted, you may continue using certain aspects of the Service (such
as viewing only) without an account, and this Agreement will continue
to apply to such use. If you believe that the termination or suspension
has been made in error, you can appeal using this form.
About Software in the Service
Downloadable Software
When the Service requires or includes downloadable software (such as
the YouTube Studio application), unless that software is governed by
additional terms which provide a license, YouTube gives you a
personal, worldwide, royalty-free, non-assignable and non-exclusive
license to use the software provided to you by YouTube as part of the
Service. This license is for the sole purpose of enabling you to use and
enjoy the benefit of the Service as provided by YouTube, in the manner
permitted by this Agreement. You are not allowed to copy, modify,
distribute, sell, or lease any part of the software, or to reverse-engineer
or attempt to extract the source code of that software, unless laws
prohibit these restrictions or you have YouTube’s written permission.
Open Source
Some software used in our Service may be offered under an open source
Page 10 of 14
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license that we make available to you. There may be provisions in an
open source license that expressly override some of these terms, so
please be sure to read those licenses.
Other Legal Terms
Warranty Disclaimer
OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT OR
AS REQUIRED BY LAW, THE SERVICE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND
YOUTUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS OR
WARRANTIES ABOUT THE SERVICE. FOR EXAMPLE, WE DON’T
MAKE ANY WARRANTIES ABOUT: (A) THE CONTENT PROVIDED
THROUGH THE SERVICE; (B) THE SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE
SERVICE, OR ITS ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY, OR
ABILITY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS; OR (C) THAT ANY CONTENT
YOU SUBMIT WILL BE ACCESSIBLE ON THE SERVICE.
Limitation of Liability
EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, YOUTUBE, ITS
AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS
WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS OF PROFITS,
REVENUES, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, GOODWILL, OR
ANTICIPATED SAVINGS; LOSS OR CORRUPTION OF DATA;
INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS; PUNITIVE DAMAGES
CAUSED BY:
1.

ERRORS, MISTAKES, OR INACCURACIES ON THE
SERVICE;

2.

PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE
RESULTING FROM YOUR USE OF THE SERVICE;

3.

ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR USE OF THE
SERVICE;

4.

ANY INTERRUPTION OR CESSATION OF THE
SERVICE;
Page 11 of 14
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5.

ANY VIRUSES OR MALICIOUS CODE TRANSMITTED
TO OR THROUGH THE SERVICE BY ANY THIRD
PARTY;

6.

ANY CONTENT WHETHER SUBMITTED BY A USER OR
YOUTUBE, INCLUDING YOUR USE OF CONTENT;
AND/OR

7.

THE REMOVAL OR UNAVAILABILITY OF ANY
CONTENT.

THIS PROVISION APPLIES TO ANY CLAIM, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER THE CLAIM ASSERTED IS BASED ON WARRANTY,
CONTRACT, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORY.
YOUTUBE AND ITS AFFILIATES' TOTAL LIABILITY FOR ANY
CLAIMS ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE SERVICE IS
LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF: (A) THE AMOUNT OF REVENUE
THAT YOUTUBE HAS PAID TO YOU FROM YOUR USE OF THE
SERVICE IN THE 12 MONTHS BEFORE THE DATE OF YOUR
NOTICE, IN WRITING TO YOUTUBE, OF THE CLAIM; AND (B)
USD $500.
Indemnity
To the extent permitted by applicable law, you agree to defend,
indemnify and hold harmless YouTube, its Affiliates, officers, directors,
employees and agents, from and against any and all claims, damages,
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but
not limited to attorney's fees) arising from: (I) your use of and access to
the Service; (ii) your violation of any term of this Agreement; (iii) your
violation of any third party right, including without limitation any
copyright, property, or privacy right; or (iv) any claim that your
Content caused damage to a third party. This defense and
indemnification obligation will survive this Agreement and your use of
the Service.

///
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Third-Party Links
The Service may contain links to third-party websites and online
services that are not owned or controlled by YouTube. YouTube has no
control over, and assumes no responsibility for, such websites and
online services. Be aware when you leave the Service; we suggest you
read the terms and privacy policy of each third-party website and
online service that you visit.
About this Agreement
Changing this Agreement
We may change this Agreement, for example, (1) to reflect changes to
our Service or how we do business - for example, when we add new
products or features or remove old ones, (2) for legal, regulatory, or
security reasons, or (3) to prevent abuse or harm.
If we materially change this Agreement, we’ll provide you with
reasonable advance notice and the opportunity to review the changes,
except (1) when we launch a new product or feature, or (2) in urgent
situations, such as preventing ongoing abuse or responding to legal
requirements. If you don’t agree to the new terms, you should remove
any Content you uploaded and stop using the Service.
Continuation of this Agreement
If your use of the Service ends, the following terms of this Agreement
will continue to apply to you: "Other Legal Terms", "About This
Agreement", and the licenses granted by you will continue as described
under "Duration of License".
Severance
If it turns out that a particular term of this Agreement is not
enforceable for any reason, this will not affect any other terms.

///
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No Waiver
If you fail to comply with this Agreement and we do not take immediate
action, this does not mean that we are giving up any rights that we
may have (such as the right to take action in the future).
Interpretation
In these terms, "include" or "including" means "including but not
limited to," and any examples we give are for illustrative purposes.
Governing Law
All claims arising out of or relating to these terms or the Service will be
governed by California law, except California's conflict of laws rules,
and will be litigated exclusively in the federal or state courts of Santa
Clara County, California, USA. You and YouTube consent to personal
jurisdiction in those courts.
Limitation on Legal Action
YOU AND YOUTUBE AGREE THAT ANY CAUSE OF ACTION
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE SERVICES MUST
COMMENCE WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR AFTER THE CAUSE OF
ACTION ACCRUES. OTHERWISE, SUCH CAUSE OF ACTION IS
PERMANENTLY BARRED.
Effective as of January 5, 2022 (view previous version)
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H. Torbet <steadyrolling@gmail.com>

ᶭ YouTube removed your content
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YouTube Community Guidelines <no-reply@youtube.com>
Reply-To: YouTube Community Guidelines <no-reply@youtube.com>
To: steady-rolling-8381@pages.plusgoogle.com

Sun, Oct 2, 2022 at 8:36 PM
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Hi Steady Rolling,
Our team has reviewed your content, and, unfortunately, we think it violates
our medical misinformation policy. We've removed the following content
from YouTube:
Video: Nuernberg, USA, II: Exit 666, a Dead End

We know that this might be disappointing, but it's important to us that
YouTube is a safe place for all. If content breaks our rules, we remove it. If
you think we've made a mistake, you can appeal and we’ll take another look.
Keep reading for more details.

How your content violated the policy
YouTube doesn’t allow claims about COVID-19 vaccinations that contradict
expert consensus from local health authorities or the World Health
Organization (WHO).

LEARN MORE

How this affects your channel
Your channel now has 1 strike. You won't be able to do things like upload,
post, or live stream for 1 week. A second strike will prevent you from
publishing content for 2 weeks. Three strikes in the same 90 day period will
result in your channel being permanently removed from YouTube.

What to do next
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95% of creators who get 1 strike never get another one. We want that for
you too, so please:
Make sure you understand YouTube's Community Guidelines and strikes
basics.
Review your content with our policies in mind. If after reviewing your
content you think we made a mistake, let us know. You can appeal this
decision here.
Understand that this strike will expire after 90 days, and that deleting the
content will not remove the strike.
Remember, if your channel has been restricted from using any YouTube
features, you're prohibited from using another channel to get around these
restrictions. Doing so is considered circumvention under our Terms of
Service, and may result in termination of your account and all your
channels.
Sincerely,
The YouTube Team

Help Center • Email options
You have received this email to update you on actions related to your YouTube account.
Was this email helpful? Yes

| No

© 2022 Google LLC d/b/a YouTube, 901 Cherry Ave, San Bruno, CA 94066
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H. Torbet <steadyrolling@gmail.com>

Steady Rolling, we've reached a decision on your appeal
YouTube Community Guidelines <no-reply@youtube.com>
Reply-To: YouTube Community Guidelines <no-reply@youtube.com>
To: steady-rolling-8381@pages.plusgoogle.com

Mon, Oct 3, 2022 at 12:15 PM
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Hi Steady Rolling,
We have reviewed your appeal for the following:
Video: Nuernberg, USA, II: Exit 666, a Dead End
We reviewed your content carefully, and have confirmed that it violates our
medical misinformation policy. We know this is probably disappointing news,
but it's our job to make sure that YouTube is a safe place for all.

How does this impact your content
We won't be putting your content back up on YouTube.
If your appeal was for a warning, you will not be given another warning in
the future.
If your appeal was for a strike, the strike will remain on your channel.
You can find more information about warnings and strikes at the YouTube
Help Center.
Thanks,
The YouTube team

Help Center • Email options
You have received this email to update you on actions related to your YouTube account.
Was this email helpful? Yes

| No

© 2022 Google LLC d/b/a YouTube, 901 Cherry Ave, San Bruno, CA 94066
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We’re in This Together.
Disinformation Stops With You.

“For Position Only”
Logo/Sign Here

Disinformation and COVID-19: How State and Local Officials Can Respond
State and local officials play a critical role in countering the abundance of false COVID-19 information that is
spreading through public information channels. This toolkit is intended to be used by state, local, tribal and
territorial officials. COVID-19 is and will continue to be a threat to public health. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic
disinformation, much of it produced and amplified by foreign actors, has consisted of false treatment and prevention
measures, unsubstantiated rumors regarding the origin of the virus, and more. As such, it is imperative that State and
local officials continually convey timely, trusted, and verified COVID-19 details and developments to their constituents
to avert a vacuum of credible information, which can be exploited for misuse as disinformation by bad actors.
What are the different kinds of false information?
• Misinformation is false, but not created or shared with the intention of causing harm.
• Malinformation is based on fact, but used out of context to mislead, harm, or manipulate.
• Disinformation is deliberately created to mislead, harm, or manipulate a person, social group,
organization, or country.
All three are harmful, but disinformation is a particular source of concern.
In a February report by the World Health Organization (WHO) report, officials included the term “infodemic”
to describe the “overabundance” of information and false information that has arisen in conjunction with
the COVID-19 pandemic. State and local government officials should combat ongoing campaigns aimed at
undermining the ability of governments to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. State-level officials should
also remind citizens to remain vigilant in their online activities, especially during this time of unprecedented
teleworking, virtual education classes, and online personal information gathering regarding the COVID-19
pandemic.

Core Messaging
See below for messaging that can be used in all public communications, including social media. Provide direct
links to your state’s health department and underscore that the state pledges to be transparent and will share
all public information at that site. Feel free to edit, reuse, and rebrand this document and its content to suit the
needs of your constituents.
Rely on trusted sources. For situational updates on COVID-19 and stay-at-home guidelines, rely on information
provided by state and local health officials, as well as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) at
coronavirus.gov and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) at cisa.gov/coronavirus.
Think before you link. Slow down. Don’t immediately click to share posts, memes, videos, or other content you
see online. Some of the most damaging disinformation spreads rapidly via shared posts. Check your sources
before sharing.
Be careful what you post. The information you share online can be misunderstood or repurposed via
manipulation. Do a privacy check on your social media accounts and make sure you are not sharing content
broadly that you mean only for close family and friends. Be aware that agents of disinformation often steal
identities of real people, profile photos, and other information.
Be wary of manipulative content. Agents of disinformation are known to create or repurpose emotional videos
and photos, and to use sensational terms to divide us. Be especially careful of content that attempts to make
people angry or sad or create division.
Don’t become a victim of COVID-19-related scams. Be wary of dishonest solicitations designed to take your
money and gather your personal information. For more information about scams visit
25
www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2020/02/coronavirus-scammers-follow-headlines.
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TALKING POINTS:
Disinformation Stops With You.

•

“For Position Only”
Logo/Sign Here

For COVID-19 facts and stay-at-home guidance, rely on state and local
health official websites, as well as the CDC (www.cdc.gov) and FEMA’s
rumor control webpage at fema.gov/coronavirus/rumor-control.

•

Misinformation is false, but not created or shared with the intention of
causing harm. Malinformation is based on fact, but used out of context
to mislead, harm, or manipulate. Disinformation is deliberately created
to mislead, harm, or manipulate a person, social group, organization, or
country. All three are harmful, especially now.

•
•
•
•
•

Think before sharing content on social media or emails—be sure to
check your sources first.

Be mindful of what you are sharing or posting online—check your
privacy settings.

Watch out for emotionally manipulative content designed to make
us angry or sad.

Take care when viewing or sharing content that uses sensational terms
to divide us in a time of crisis.

Report scams to trusted agencies, such as the Federal Trade
Commission or state consumer protection agencies.
This poster was created by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), an agency within the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), for the purpose of sharing information related to election security and should not be considered an endorsement of any
other entity. See CISA.gov/protect2020 for more information.
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FAQs:

We’re in This Together.
Disinformation Stops With You.
What can our state and local officials do in countering disinformation?

Stopping COVID-19
Disinformation

What are the best sources for
accurate and reliable COVID-19
information? Your home state health
department; your county- level
department of public health;
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) www.cdc.gov; FEMA’s
rumor control page at www.fema.gov/
rumor-control; and the U.N. World
Health Organization (WHO) www.who.
int/emergencies/diseases/novelcoronavirus-2019.

What are the different kinds of
false information? Misinformation is
false, but not created or shared with
the intention of causing harm.
Malinformation is based on fact, but
used out of context to mislead, harm or
manipulate others. Disinformation is
deliberately created to mislead, harm
or manipulate others.

State and local officials have emerged as some of the most visible government officials
during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to being empathetic, state officials need to
quickly and clearly communicate factual information and appropriate actions.

Who are the primary malign
actors associated with the
spreading of COVID-related
disinformation?
Russian, Chinese and Iranian statesponsored elements, as well as
domestic extremist groups.

What are these malign actors
trying to accomplish by spreading
disinformation? Their goal is creating
chaos, confusion and division. They
also want to degrade confidence in U.S.
institutions, which in turn undermines
our ability to respond effectively to the
pandemic.

Who else is spreading
disinformation? Scammers, cyber

criminals and con artists are also
taking advantage of fears
surrounding COVID-19. They
promote questionable awareness
and prevention tips, as well as fake
information about cases in your
neighborhood. They may ask for
donations, offer advice on unproven
treatments or spread malicious
email attachments.

What can our state and local officials
tell their constituents about stopping
disinformation? Core messaging should
emphasize that “we’re all in this together”
and that “disinformation stops with you.”
Basic tips to include are:
• Rely on trusted sources such as

the CDC and your health
department. For situational updates
on COVID-19 and stay-at-home
guidelines, rely on state and local
health officials.

• Think twice before sharing
content online.
• Be careful about posting
personal information.
• Be on the lookout for content
that seems manipulative or overly
emotional.
• Report scams to appropriate
federal agencies, such as the Federal
Trade Commission or state consumer
protection agencies.

How is false information spread?

All kinds of false information are
spread through a variety of mediums,
including mainstream media, social
media, word of mouth, online forums,
texts and emails. When people share
disinformation, they may be unaware
of the true source of a link or email.

“For Position Only”
Logo/Sign Here

This poster was created by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), an agency within the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), for the purpose of sharing information related to election security and
should not be considered an endorsement of any other entity. See CISA.gov/protect2020 for more information.
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VAERS Summary for COVID-19 Vaccines through 9/16/2022
All charts and tables below reflect the data release on 9/23/2022 from the VAERS website, which includes
U.S. and foreign data, and is updated through: 9/16/2022.
High-Level Summary

COVID19
vaccines
(Dec’2020 present)

All other
vaccines
1990-present

US Data Only
COVID19 vaccines
(Dec’2020 present)

US Data Only
All other vaccines
1990-present

Number of Adverse Reactions

1,418,220

896,530

868,175

778,725

Number of Life-Threatening Events

34,115

14,706

13,176

10,045

Number of Hospitalizations

177,987

85,426

69,099

39,581

Number of Deaths

31,074

9,919

14,531

5,412

# of Permanent Disabilities after
vaccination

58,030

21,339

14,887

13,177

Number of Office Visits

206,093

53,419

170,660

50,948

# of Emergency Room/Department
Visits

135,544

214,313

103,560

204,561

# of Birth Defects after vaccination

1,168

204

544

110

*Note that the total number of deaths associated with the COVID-19 vaccines is more than TRIPLE the number of deaths associated with all
other vaccines combined since the year 1990.

Deaths

[Unknowns separated from All Other Vaccines for greater clarity; in a majority of cases the Unknowns are actually Covid-19]
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[Vaccines not included above (due to n < 20 overall deaths): Adenovirus, Cholera, Dengue Fever, Encephalitis, Ebola, Lyme, Mumps, Pertussis, Plague, Rubella, Smallpox]
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Adverse Events

[Unknowns separated from All Other Vaccines for greater clarity; in many cases the Unknowns are actually Covid-19]
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[Vaccines not included above (due to n < 500 overall AEs): Adenovirus, Cholera, Dengue Fever, Ebola, Mumps, Pertussis, Plague]
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Symptoms
The slide below was taken from an FDA document from October 22, 2020 and provides a list of possible adverse event
outcomes related to the Covid-19 vaccines.
● Source: Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee October 22, 2020 Meeting Presentation

The following table lists the number of adverse events found in the VAERS data which match the outcomes listed above:
FDA listed symptom

Total (Non-Lethal)
Adverse Events

Total Deaths

Total (Non-Lethal) AEs for All
Other Vaccines (1990-present)

Total Deaths for All Other
Vaccines (1990-present)

Guillain-Barre

2950

59

4532

143

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis

230

7

449

30

Transverse Myelitis

662

5

848

16

Encephalitis

2846

377

4894

475

Convulsions/Seizures

17380

568

30162

531

Stroke

16723

1502

1648

113

Narcolepsy, Cataplexy

335

6

387

3

Anaphylaxis

50886

194

41662

172

Acute Myocardial Infarction (Heart Attack)

5582

1553

346

155

Myocarditis/Pericarditis

23613

357

988

88

Autoimmune Disease

2302

34

1137

16

Other Acute Demyelinating Diseases

433

7

868

25

Pregnancy and birth outcomes (Miscarriages)

4750

148

2908

49

Other Allergic Reactions

2535

4

2092

3

Thrombocytopenia

6347

507

3650

137

Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation

288

93

61

26

Venous Thromboembolism

26352

1573

695

114

Arthritis and Arthralgia/Joint Pain

83933

286

29306

79

Kawasaki Disease

103

2

727

9

Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome

958

65

369

6
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Vaccination Related Risks of Covid-19 vs. Flu
These set of figures compare the COVID19 vaccine to the traditional Flu vaccines. ‘Risk of Death’ percentages
depend on the ‘# of Vaccinations’ data, which is only approximate, and was pulled from the CDC’s report on Flu
vaccination coverage for the 2019-2020 season, and from CDC’s Vaccination Trends in the US for the COVID19
vaccinations.
Covid19 vaccinations through 5/31/2021 vs. Flu vaccinations 7/1/2019 - 5/31/2020 (last complete flu season)

Vaccine Type

# of
# of Deaths
Vaccinations[3]

Risk of Death

Percentage

Deaths/Mill.
Vaccinations[3]

Flu

167,447,642 [1]

33

1 in 5,074,171

0.000020%

0.20

COVID19

173,412,064 [2]

5,816

1 in 29,816

0.003354%

33.54

Risk of dying from COVID vaccine is 170 times greater than Flu Vaccine

Vaccine Type

# of
# of Adverse
Vaccinations[3] Reactions

Risk of
Adverse
Reaction

Percentage

AEs/Mill.
Vaccinations[3]

Flu

167,447,642

9,733

1 in 17,204

0.005813%

58.13

COVID19

173,412,064

568,956

1 in 305

0.328095%

3,280.95

Risk of adverse reaction from COVID vaccine is 56 times greater than Flu Vaccine
[1] number of flu vaccinations based on estimated flu vaccine coverage data from CDC and estimated population data from US Census. Yearly flu vaccination data
covers a period of time from 7/1 to 5/31 of the following year.
[2] number of covid19 vaccinations based on estimates from CDC’s Vaccination Trends in the US
[3] Persons vaccinated with at least one dose.
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Vaccine Data by Manufacturer
Manufacturer

# of
Deaths

%
Deaths

Average
Deaths/
Day

# US Deaths

# US Doses
Administered

Average
US
Deaths/
Mill.
Doses

Days
since
EUA
approval

EUA
Approval
Date

Janssen (JNJ)

2704

8.67

4.77

1747

18896040

92.45

567

2/26/2021

Moderna

8385

26.87

13.16

6137

231784237

26.48

637

12/18/2020

Pfizer/Biontech

19934

63.88

30.95

6639

364799403

18.2

644

12/11/2020

Unknown

186

0.6

59

665337

Manufacturer

# of
AEs

% AEs

Average
AEs/Da
y

# US AEs

# US Doses
Administered

Average
US
AEs/Mill.
Doses

Days
since
EUA
approval

EUA
Approval
Date

Janssen (JNJ)

94862

6.65

167.31

70586

18896040

3735.49

567

2/26/2021

Moderna

479348

33.61

752.51

395965

231784237

1708.33

637

12/18/2020

Pfizer/Biontech

844755

59.23

1311.73

401865

364799403

1101.61

644

7/13/2022

Unknown

7633

0.54

3976

665337

Novavax

85

0.01

81

27291

2968.01

65

12/11/2020

1.31

Vaccine Data by Gender
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Vaccine Data by Location
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VAERS Weekly Publication History
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Lag Time to Publish History

Recall History

*Projected
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Alternative Covid-19 Therapeutics

[Note that N-Acetylcysteine and Quercetin have 0 reported deaths]
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Sources
Visit: vaersanalysis.info for more information
1. Vaccine data (Covid-19 and other vaccines) taken from CDC’s VAERS website, located here:
https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/datasets.html. VAERS data sets in the form of csv files are pulled down
weekly and put into a database for reporting/analysis. Data files are available all the way back to 1990.
2. Number of doses distributed for other vaccines found in NVICP Data and Statistics report here:
https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hrsa/vaccine-compensation/data/data-statistics-report.pdf
3. Numbers for Covid-19 vaccines administered by manufacturer found here:
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations_vacc-total-admin-rate-total
4. Numbers for total Covid-19 vaccine doses administered found here:
https://data.cdc.gov/Vaccinations/COVID-19-Vaccination-Trends-in-the-United-States-N/rh2h-3yt2
5. Numbers for Flu vaccine doses administered for 2019-2020 season found here:
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/fluvaxview/coverage-1920estimates.htm
6. Numbers for FDA regulated drugs taken from FDA’s FAERS website, located here:
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/questions-and-answers-fdas-adverse-event-reporting-system-faers/fda-adver
se-event-reporting-system-faers-public-dashboard
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“The Doctrine of Fascism” (1932)
by Benito Mussolini

L

ike all sound political conceptions, Fascism is
action and it is thought; action in which
doctrine is immanent, and doctrine arising
from a given system of historical forces in
which it is inserted, and working on them from
within. It has therefore a form correlated to
contingencies of time and space; but it has also an
ideal content which makes it an expression of truth in
the higher region of the history of thought. There is
no way of exercising a spiritual influence in the world
as a human will dominating the will of others, unless
one has a conception both of the transient and the
specific reality on which that action is to be exercised,
and of the permanent and universal reality in which
the transient dwells and has its being. To know men
one must know man; and to know man one must be
acquainted with reality and its laws. There can be no
conception of the State which is not fundamentally a
conception of life: philosophy or intuition, system of
ideas evolving within the framework of logic or
concentrated in a vision or a faith, but always, at least
potentially, an organic conception of the world.
Thus many of the practical expressions of Fascism
such as party organization, system of education,
and discipline can only be understood when
considered in relation to its general attitude toward
life. A spiritual attitude. Fascism sees in the world
not only those superficial, material aspects
in which man appears as an individual, standing by
himself, self-centered, subject to natural law, which
instinctively urges him toward a life of selfish
momentary pleasure; it sees not only the
individual but the nation and the country;
individuals and generations bound together by a
moral law, with common traditions and a mission
which suppressing the instinct for life closed in a
brief circle of pleasure, builds up a higher life,
founded on duty, a life free from the limitations of
time and space, in which the individual, by selfsacrifice, the renunciation of self-interest, by death
itself, can achieve that purely spiritual existence in
which his value as a man consists.
The conception is therefore a spiritual one, arising
from the general reaction of the century against the
materialistic positivism of the 19th century. Antipositivistic but positive; neither skeptical nor
agnostic; neither pessimistic nor supinely optimistic
as are, generally speaking, the doctrines (all
negative) which place the center of life outside man;

whereas, by the exercise of his free will, man can
and must create his own world.
Fascism wants man to be active and to engage in
action with all his energies; it wants him to be
manfully aware of the difficulties besetting him
and ready to face them. It conceives of life as a
struggle in which it behooves a man to win for himself a
really worthy place, first of all by fitting himself
(physically, morally, intellectually) to become the
implement required for winning it. As for the
individual, so for the nation, and so for mankind.
Hence the high value of culture in all its forms
(artistic,
religious,
scientific)
and
the
outstanding importance of education. Hence also
the essential value of work, by which man subjugates
nature and creates the human world (economic,
political, ethical, and intellectual).

This positive conception of life is obviously
an ethical one. It invests the whole field of
reality as well as the human activities which
master it. No action is exempt from moral
judgment; no activity can be despoiled of the
value which a moral purpose confers on
all things. Therefore life, as conceived of
by the Fascist, is serious, austere, and
religious; all its manifestations are poised in
a world sustained by moral forces and
subject to spiritual responsibilities. The
Fascist disdains an “easy” life.
The Fascist conception of life is a religious one, in
which man is viewed in his immanent relation to a
higher law, endowed with an objective will
transcending the individual and raising him to
conscious membership of a spiritual society.
“Those who perceive nothing beyond opportunistic
considerations in the religious policy of the
Fascist regime fail to realize that Fascism is not only a
system of government but also and above all a system
of thought.
In the Fascist conception of history, man is man only
by virtue of the spiritual process to which he
contributes as a member of the family, the social
group, the nation, and in function of history to which
all nations bring their contribution. Hence the great
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value of tradition in records, in language, in customs, in
the rules of social life. Outside history man is a
nonentity. Fascism is therefore opposed to all
individualistic abstractions based on eighteenth
century materialism; and it is opposed to all
Jacobinistic utopias and innovations. It does not
believe in the possibility of “happiness” on earth
as conceived by the economistic literature of
the 18th century, and it therefore rejects the
theological notion that at some future time the
human family will secure a final settlement of all its
difficulties. This notion runs counter to experience
which teaches that life is in continual flux and in
process of evolution. In politics Fascism aims at
realism; in practice it desires to deal only with those
problems which are the spontaneous product of
historic conditions and which find or suggest
their own solutions. Only by entering in to the
process of reality and taking possession of the forces
at work within it, can man act on man and on nature.
Anti-individualistic, the Fascist conception of life
stresses the importance of the State and accepts the
individual only in so far as his interests coincide
with those of the State, which stands for the
conscience and the universal, will of man as a
historic entity. It is opposed to classical liberalism
which arose as a reaction to absolutism and
exhausted its historical function when the State
became the expression of the conscience and will of
the people. Liberalism denied the State in the name
of the individual; Fascism reasserts
The rights of the State as expressing the real essence
of the individual. And if liberty is to he the attribute of
living men and not of abstract dummies invented by
individualistic liberalism, then Fascism stands for
liberty, and for the only liberty worth having, the
liberty of the State and of the individual within the
State. The Fascist conception of the State is all
embracing; outside of it no human or spiritual values
can exist, much less have value. Thus understood,
Fascism, is totalitarian, and the Fascist State — a
synthesis and a unit inclusive of all values —
interprets, develops, and potentates the whole life of a
people.
No individuals or groups (political parties, cultural
associations, economic unions, social classes) outside
the State. Fascism is therefore opposed to Socialism to
which unity within the State (which amalgamates
classes into a single economic and ethical reality) is
unknown, and which sees in history nothing but the
class struggle. Fascism is likewise opposed to trade
unionism as a class weapon. But when brought

within the orbit of the State, Fascism recognizes the
real needs which gave rise to socialism and
trade unionism, giving them due weight in the guild
or corporative system in which divergent interests
are coordinated and harmonized in the unity of the
State.
Grouped according to their several interests,
individuals form classes; they form trade-unions
when organized according to their several economic
activities; but first and foremost they form the State,
which is no mere matter of numbers, the suns of the
individuals forming the majority. Fascism is
therefore opposed to that form of democracy
which equates a nation to the majority, lowering it to
the level of the largest number; but it is the purest form
of democracy if the nation be considered as it should
be from the point of view of quality rather than
quantity, as an idea, the mightiest because the
most ethical, the most coherent, the truest,
expressing itself in a people as the conscience
and will of the few, if not, indeed, of one, and
ending to express itself in the conscience and the
will of the mass, of the whole group ethnically
molded by natural and historical conditions into a
nation, advancing, as one conscience and one will,
along the self same line of development and spiritual
formation. Not a race, nor a geographically
defined region, but a people, historically
perpetuating itself; a multitude unified by an
idea and imbued with the will to live, the will to
power, self-consciousness, personality.
In so far as it is embodied in a State, this higher
personality becomes a nation. It is not the nation
which generates the State; that is an antiquated
naturalistic concept which afforded a basis for
19th century publicity in favor of national
governments. Rather is it the State which creates
the nation, conferring volition and therefore real
life on a people made aware of their moral unity.
The right to national independence does not
arise from any merely literary and idealistic form
of self-consciousness; still less from a more or
less passive and unconscious de facto situation,
but from an active, self-conscious, political will
expressing itself in action and ready to prove its
rights. It arises, in short, from the existence, at
least in fieri, of a State. Indeed, it is the State
which, as the expression of a universal ethical
will, creates the right to national independence.
A nation, as expressed in the State, is a living,
ethical entity only in so far as it is progressive.
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Inactivity is death. Therefore the State is not only
Authority which governs and confers legal form and
spiritual value on individual wills, but it is also
Power which makes its will felt and respected
beyond its own frontiers, thus affording practical
proof of the universal character of the decisions
necessary to ensure its development. This implies
organization and expansion, potential if not
actual. Thus the State equates itself to the will of
man, whose development cannot he checked by
obstacles and which, by achieving selfexpression, demonstrates its infinity.
The Fascist State , as a higher and more powerful
expression of personality, is a force, but a
spiritual one. It sums up all the manifestations of
the moral and intellectual life of man. Its functions
cannot therefore be limited to those of enforcing
order and keeping the peace, as the liberal doctrine
had it. It is no mere mechanical device for defining the
sphere within which the individual may duly
exercise his supposed rights. The Fascist State is
an inwardly accepted standard and rule of conduct,
a discipline of the whole person; it permeates the
will no less than the intellect. It stands for a
principle which becomes the central motive of
man as a member of civilized society, sinking
deep down into his personality; it dwells in the
heart of the man of action and of the thinker, of
the artist and of the man of science: soul of the
soul.
Fascism, in short, is not only a law-giver and a
founder of institutions, but an educator and a
promoter of spiritual life. It aims at refashioning not
only the forms of life but their content — man, his
character, and his faith. To achieve this propose it
enforces discipline and uses authority, entering into
the soul and ruling with undisputed sway. Therefore it
has chosen as its emblem the Lictor’s rods, the
symbol of unity, strength, and justice.
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL DOCTRINE
When in the now distant March of 1919, speaking
through the columns of the Popolo d’Italia I
summoned to Milan the surviving interventionists
who had intervened, and who had followed me
ever since the foundation of the Fascist of
revolutionary action in January 1915, I had in
mind no specific doctrinal program. The only
doctrine of which I had practical experience was
that of socialism, from until the winter of 1914
— nearly a decade. My experience was that both
of a follower and a leader but it was not

doctrinal experience. My doctrine during that
period had been the doctrine of action. A
uniform, universally accepted doctrine of
Socialism had not existed since 1905, when the
revisionist movement, headed by Bernstein,
arose in Germany, countered by the formation,
in the see-saw of tendencies, of a left
revolutionary movement which in Italy never
quitted the field of phrases, whereas, in the case
of Russian socialism, it became the prelude to
Bolshevism.
Reformism, revolutionism, centrism, the very
echo of that terminology is dead, while in the great
river of Fascism one can trace currents which had
their source in Sorel, Peguy, Lagardelle of the
Movement Socialists, and in the cohort of Italian
syndicalist who from 1904 to 1914 brought a new
note into the Italian socialist environment —
previously emasculated and chloroformed by
fornicating with Giolitti’s party — a note sounded in
Olivetti’s Pagine Libere, Orano’s Lupa, Enrico
Leone’s Divenirs Socials.
When the war ended in 1919 Socialism, as a
doctrine, was already dead; it continued to
exist only as a grudge, especially in Italy
where its only chance lay in inciting to
reprisals against the men who had willed the
war and who were to be made to pay for it.
The Popolo d’Italia described itself in its subtitle
as the daily organ of fighters and producers. The
word producer was already the expression of a
mental trend. Fascism was not the nursling of a
doctrine previously drafted at a desk; it was born
of the need of action, and was action; it was not a
party but, in the first two years, an anti-party and a
movement. The name I gave the organization
fixed its character.
Yet if anyone cares to reread the now crumpled
sheets of those days giving an account of the
meeting at which the Italian Fasci di
combattimento were founded, he will find not a
doctrine but a series of pointers, forecasts, hints
which, when freed from the inevitable matrix of
contingencies, were to develop in a few years
time into a series of doctrinal positions entitling
Fascism to rank as a political doctrine differing from
all others, past or present.
If the bourgeoisie — I then said — believe that they
have found in us their lightening-conductors, they
arc mistaken. We must go towards the people.... We
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wish the working classes to accustom themselves
to the responsibilities of management so that
they may realize that it is no easy matter to run
a business... We will fight both technical and
spiritual rear-guardism.... Now that the succession of
the regime is open we must not be fainthearted.
We must rush forward; if the present regime is to
be superseded we must take its place. The right of
succession is ours, for we urged the country to
enter the war and we led it to victory... The
existing forms of political representation cannot
satisfy us; we want direst representation of the
several interests.... It may be objected that this
program implies a return to the guilds
(corporazioni). No matter!. I therefore hope this
assembly will accept the economic claims
advanced by national syndicalism ….

Is it not strange that from the very first
day, at Piazza San Sepolcro, the word
“guild” (corporazione) was pronounced, a
word which, as the Revolution developed,
was to express one of the basic legislative
and social creations of the regime?
The years preceding the March on Rome cover a
period during which the need of action forbade delay
and careful doctrinal elaborations. Fighting was
going on in the towns and villages. There were
discussions but ... there was something more
sacred and more important.... death.... Fascists
knew how to die. A doctrine — fully elaborated,
divided up into chapters and paragraphs with
annotations, may have been lacking, but it was
replaced by something far more decisive, — by a
faith. All the same, if with the help of books,
articles, resolutions passed at congresses, major and
minor speeches, anyone should care to revive the
memory of those days, he will find, provided he
knows how to seek and select, that the doctrinal
foundations were laid while the battle was still
raging. Indeed, it was during those years that
Fascist thought armed, refined itself, and
proceeded ahead with its organization. The
problems of the individual and the State; the
problems of authority and liberty; political, social,
and more especially national problems were
discussed; the conflict with liberal, democratic,
socialistic, Masonic doctrines and with those of
the Partito Popolare, was carried on at the same
time as the punitive expeditions. Nevertheless,
the lack of a formal system was used by
disingenuous adversaries as an argument for
proclaiming Fascism incapable of elaborating a

doctrine at the very time when that doctrine was
being formulated — no matter how tumultuously, —
first, as is the case with all new ideas, in the
guise of violent dogmatic negations; then in the
more positive guise of constructive theories,
subsequently incorporated, in 1926, 1927, and
1928, in the laws and institutions of the regime.
Fascism is now clearly defined not only as a regime
but as a doctrine. This means that Fascism,
exercising its critical faculties on itself and on
others, has studied from its own special
standpoint and judged by its own standards all the
problems affecting the material and intellectual
interests now causing such grave anxiety to the
nations of the world, and is ready to deal with
them by its own policies.
First of all, as regards the future development of
mankind, and quite apart from all present political
considerations. Fascism does not, generally
speaking, believe in the possibility or utility of
perpetual peace. It therefore discards pacifism as a
cloak for cowardly supine renunciation in
contradistinction to self-sacrifice. War alone keys
up all human energies to their maximum
tension and sets the seal of nobility on those
peoples who have the courage to face it. All other
tests are substitutes which never place a man face
to face with himself before the alternative of life
or death. Therefore all doctrines which postulate
peace at all costs are incompatible with Fascism.
Equally foreign to the spirit of Fascism, even if
accepted as useful in meeting special political
situations — are all internationalistic or League
superstructures which, as history shows, crumble
to the ground whenever the heart of nations is deeply
stirred by sentimental, idealistic or practical
considerations. Fascism carries this anti-pacifistic
attitude into the life of the individual. “I don’t
care a damn” (me ne frego) — the proud motto of
the fighting squads scrawled by a wounded man on
his bandages, is not only an act of philosophic
stoicism, it sums up a doctrine which is not
merely political: it is evidence of a fighting spirit
which accepts all risks. It signifies new style of
Italian life. The Fascist accepts and loves life; he
rejects and despises suicide as cowardly. Life as he
understands it means duty, elevation, conquest; life
must be lofty and full, it must be lived for oneself
but above all for others, both near bye and far off,
present and future.
The population policy of the regime is the
consequence of these premises. The Fascist loves
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his neighbor, but the word neighbor “does not
stand for some vague and unseizable conception.
Love of one’s neighbor does not exclude necessary
educational severity; still less does it exclude
differentiation and rank. Fascism will have nothing
to do with universal embraces; as a member of the
community of nations it looks other peoples
straight in the eyes; it is vigilant and on its
guard; it follows others in all their
manifestations and notes any changes in their
interests; and it does not allow itself to be
deceived by mutable and fallacious appearances.
Such a conception of life makes Fascism the
resolute negation of the doctrine underlying socalled scientific and Marxian socialism, the doctrine
of historic materialism which would explain the
history of mankind in terms of the class struggle
and by changes in the processes and instruments
of production, to the exclusion of all else.
That the vicissitudes of economic life —
discoveries of raw materials, new technical
processes, and scientific inventions — have their
importance, no one denies; but that they suffice
to explain human history to the exclusion of other
factors is absurd. Fascism believes now and always in
sanctity and heroism, that is to say in acts in
which no economic motive — remote or immediate
— is at work. Having denied historic materialism,
which sees in men mere puppets on the surface of
history, appearing and disappearing on the crest
of the waves while in the depths the real
directing forces move and work, Fascism also
denies the immutable and irreparable character of
the class struggle which is the natural outcome of this
economic conception of history; above all it
denies that the class struggle is the
preponderating agent in social transformations.
Having thus struck a blow at socialism in the two
main points of its doctrine, all that remains of it
is the sentimental aspiration-old as humanity
itself-toward social relations in which the
sufferings and sorrows of the humbler folk will
be alleviated. But here again Fascism rejects the
economic interpretation of felicity as something
to
be
secured
socialistically,
almost
automatically, at a given stage of economic
evolution when all will be assured a maximum of
material
comfort.
Fascism
denies
the
materialistic conception of happiness as a
possibility, and abandons it to the economists of
the mid-eighteenth century. This means that
Fascism denies the equation: well-being =
happiness, which sees in men mere animals,

content when they can feed and fatten, thus
reducing them to a vegetative existence pure
and simple.
After socialism, Fascism trains its guns on the
whole block of democratic ideologies, and rejects
both their premises and their practical applications
and implements. Fascism denies that numbers, as
such, can be the determining factor in human
society; it denies the right of numbers to govern
by means of periodical consultations; it asserts the
irremediable and fertile and beneficent inequality of
men who cannot be leveled by any such
mechanical and extrinsic device as universal
suffrage. Democratic regimes may be described as
those under which the people are, from time to
time, deluded into the belief that they exercise
sovereignty, while all the time real sovereignty
resides in and is exercised by other and
sometimes irresponsible and secret forces.
Democracy is a kingless regime infested by many
kings who are sometimes more exclusive, tyrannical,
and destructive than one, even if he be a tyrant.
This explains why Fascism — although, for
contingent reasons, it was republican in tendency
prior to 1922 — abandoned that stand before the
March on Rome, convinced that the form of
government is no longer a matter of preeminent
importance, and because the study of past and
present monarchies and past and present
republics shows that neither monarchy nor republic
can be judged sub specie aeternitatis, but that each
stands for a form of government expressing the
political evolution, the history, the traditions, and
the psychology of a given country.
Fascism has outgrown the dilemma: monarchy v.
republic, over which democratic regimes too long
dallied, attributing all insufficiencies to the
former and proning the latter as a regime of
perfection, whereas experience teaches that some
republics are inherently reactionary and absolutist
while some monarchies accept the most daring
political and social experiments.
In one of his philosophic Meditations Renan —
who had prefascist intuitions, remarks, “Reason and
science are the products of mankind, but it is
chimerical to seek reason directly for the
people and through the people. It is not essential to
the existence of reason that all should be familiar
with it; and even if all had to be initiated, this
could not be achieved through democracy which
seems fated to lead to the extinction of all
arduous forms of culture and all highest forms of
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learning. The maxim that society exists only for
the well-being and freedom of the individuals
composing it does not seem to be in conformity with
nature’s plans, which care only for the species and
seem ready to sacrifice the individual. It is much
to be feared that the last word of democracy
thus understood (and let me hasten to add that it
is susceptible of a different interpretation)
would be a form of society in which a degenerate
mass would have no thought beyond that of
enjoying the ignoble pleasures of the vulgar “.

In rejecting democracy Fascism rejects the
absurd conventional lie of political
equalitarianism, the habit of collective
irresponsibility, the myth of felicity and
indefinite progress. But if democracy be
understood as meaning a regime in which
the masses are not driven back to the
margin of the State, and then the writer
of these pages has already defined
Fascism as an organized, centralized,
authoritarian democracy.
Fascism is definitely and absolutely opposed
to the doctrines of liberalism, both in the
political and the economic sphere. The
importance of liberalism in the 19th
century should not be exaggerated for
present day polemical purposes, nor
should we make of one of the many
doctrines which flourished in that century a
religion for mankind for the present and
for all time to come. Liberalism really
flourished for fifteen years only. It arose
in 1830 as a reaction to the Holy
Alliance which tried to force Europe to
recede further back than 1789; it touched
its zenith in 1848 when even Pius IXth
was a liberal. Its decline began
immediately after that year. If 1848 was a
year of light and poetry, 1849 was a year
of darkness and tragedy. The Roman
Republic was killed by a sister republic, that
of France . In that same year Marx, in his
famous Communist Manifesto, launched
the gospel of socialism.

In 1851 Napoleon III made his illiberal
coup d’etat and ruled France until 1870
when he was turned out by a popular
rising following one of the severest
military defeats known to history. The
victor was Bismarck who never even
knew the whereabouts of liberalism and
its prophets. It is symptomatic that
throughout the 19th century the religion of
liberalism was completely unknown to so
highly civilized a people as the Germans
but for one parenthesis which has been
described as the “ridiculous parliament of
Frankfort “ which lasted just one season.
Germany attained her national unity
outside liberalism and in opposition to
liberalism, a doctrine which seems
foreign to the German temperament,
essentially monarchical, whereas liberalism
is the historic and logical anteroom to
anarchy. The three stages in the making
of German unity were the three wars of
1864, 1866, and 1870, led by
such ”liberals” as Moltke and Bismarck.
And in the upbuilding of Italian unity
liberalism played a very minor part when
compared to the contribution made by
Mazzini and Garibaldi who were not
liberals. But for the intervention of the
illiberal Napoleon III we should not have
had Lombardy, and without that of the
illiberal Bismarck at Sadowa and at
Sedan very probably we should not have
had Venetia in 1866 and in 1870 we
should not have entered Rome. The
years going from 1870 to 1915 cover a
period which marked, even in the opinion
of the high priests of the new creed, the
twilight of their religion, attacked by
decadentism in literature and by activism
in practice. Activism: that is to say
nationalism, futurism, fascism.
The liberal century, after piling up
innumerable Gordian Knots, tried to cut
them with the sword of the world war. Never
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has any religion claimed so cruel a
sacrifice. Were the Gods of liberalism
thirsting for blood?
Now liberalism is preparing to close the doors of
its temples, deserted by the peoples who feel
that the agnosticism it professed in the sphere
of economics and the indifferentism of which it
has given proof in the sphere of politics and
morals, would lead the world to ruin in the
future as they have done in the past.
This explains why all the political experiments of
our day are anti-liberal, and it is supremely
ridiculous to endeavor on this account to put
them outside the pale of history, as though
history were a preserve set aside for liberalism
and its adepts; as though liberalism were the last
word in civilization beyond which no one can go.
The Fascist negation of socialism, democracy,
liberalism, should not, however, be interpreted as
implying a desire to drive the world backwards
to positions occupied prior to 1789, a year
commonly referred to as that which opened the
demo-liberal century. History does not travel
backwards. The Fascist doctrine has not taken De
Maistre as its prophet. Monarchical absolutism is
of the past, and so is ecclesiolatry. Dead and done
for are feudal privileges and the division of
society into closed, uncommunicating castes.
Neither has the Fascist conception of authority
anything in common with that of a police ridden
State.
A party governing a nation “totalitarianly” is a
new departure in history. There are no points of
reference nor of comparison. From beneath the
ruins of liberal, socialist, and democratic
doctrines, Fascism extracts those elements which
are still vital. It preserves what may be
described as “the acquired facts” of history; it
rejects all else. That is to say, it rejects the idea
of a doctrine suited to all times and to all
people. Granted that the 19th century was the
century of socialism, liberalism, democracy, this
does not mean that the 20th century must also be
the century of socialism, liberalism, democracy.
Political doctrines pass; nations remain. We are
free to believe that this is the century of
authority, a century tending to the “right,” a
Fascist century. If the 19th century was the century
of the individual (liberalism implies individualism)
we are free to believe that this is the

“collective” century, and therefore the century
of the State. It is quite logical for a new
doctrine to make use of the still vital elements
of other doctrines. No doctrine was ever born
quite new and bright and unheard of. No
doctrine can boast absolute originality. It is
always connected, it only historically, with those
which preceded it and those which will follow it.
Thus the scientific socialism of Marx links up to
the utopian socialism of the Fouriers, the Owens,
the Saint-Simons; thus the liberalism of the 19th
century traces its origin back to the illuministic
movement of the 18th, and the doctrines of
democracy to those of the Encyclopaedists. All
doctrines aim at directing the activities of men
towards a given objective; but these activities in
their turn react on the doctrine, modifying and
adjusting it to new needs, or outstripping it. A
doctrine must therefore be a vital act and not a
verbal display. Hence the pragmatic strain in
Fascism, it’s will to power, its will to live, its
attitude toward violence, and its value.
The keystone of the Fascist doctrine is its conception
of the State, of its essence, its functions, and its aims.
For Fascism the State is absolute, individuals
and groups relative. Individuals and groups are
admissible in so far as they come within the
State. Instead of directing the game and guiding
the material and moral progress of the
community, the liberal State restricts its
activities to recording results. The Fascist State is
wide awake and has a will of its own. For this
reason it can be described as “ethica.”

At the first quinquennial assembly of the
regime, in 1929, I said, “The Fascist State
is not a night watchman, solicitous only
of the personal safety of the citizens; not is
it organized exclusively for the purpose
of guarantying a certain degree of
material prosperity and relatively peaceful
conditions of life, a board of directors
would do as much. Neither is it
exclusively political, divorced from
practical realities and holding itself aloof
from the multifarious activities of the
citizens and the nation. The State, as
conceived and realized by Fascism, is a
spiritual and ethical entity for securing
the political, juridical, and economic
organization
of
the
nation,
an
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organization which in its origin and
growth is a manifestation of the spirit.
The State guarantees the internal and
external safety of the country, but it also
safeguards and transmits the spirit of the
people, elaborated down the ages in its
language, its customs, its faith. The State
is not only the present; it is also the
past and above all the future.
Transcending the individual’s brief spell of
life, the State stands for the immanent
conscience of the nation. The forms in
which it finds expression change, but the
need for it remains. The State educates the
citizens to civism, makes them aware of
their mission, urges them to unity; its
justice harmonizes their divergent
interests; it transmits to future generations
the conquests of the mind in the fields of
science, art, law, human solidarity; it
leads men up from primitive tribal life to
that highest manifestation of human
power, imperial rule. The State hands
down to future generations the memory of
those who laid down their lives to ensure
its safety or to obey its laws; it sets up as
examples and records for future ages the
names of the captains who enlarged its
territory and of the men of genius who
have made it famous. Whenever respect for
the State declines and the disintegrating
and centrifugal tendencies of individuals
and groups prevail, nations are headed for
decay.”
Since 1929 economic and political developments
have everywhere emphasized these truths. The
importance of the State is rapidly growing. The socalled crisis can only be settled by State action and
within the orbit of the State. Where are the
shades of the Jules Simons who, in the early
days of liberalism proclaimed that the “State
should endeavor to render itself useless and
prepare to hand in its resignation”? Or of the
MacCullochs who, in the second half of last
century, urged that the State should desist from
governing too much? And what of the English
Bentham who considered that all industry asked
of government was to be left alone, and of the

German Humbolt who expressed the opinion that
the best government was a lazy one? What would
they say now to the unceasing, inevitable, and
urgently requested interventions of government in
business? It is true that the second generation of
economists was less uncompromising in this respect
than the first, and that even Adam Smith left the
door ajar — however cautiously — for government
intervention in business.
If liberalism spells individualism, Fascism spells
government. The Fascist State is, however, a
unique and original creation. It is not reactionary
but revolutionary, for it anticipates the solution
of certain universal problems which have been
raised elsewhere, in the political field by the
splitting up of parties, the usurpation of power by
parliaments, the irresponsibility of assemblies; in
the economic field by the increasingly numerous
and important functions discharged by trade
unions and trade associations with their disputes
and ententes, affecting both capital and labor; in
the ethical field by the need felt for order,
discipline, obedience to the moral dictates of
patriotism.
Fascism desires the State to be strong and organic,
based on broad foundations of popular support. The
Fascist State lays claim to rule in the economic
field no less than in others; it makes its action
felt throughout the length and breadth of the
country by means of its corporative, social, and
educational institutions, and all the political,
economic, and spiritual forces of the nation,
organized in their respective associations, circulate
within the State. A State based on millions of
individuals who recognize its authority, feel its
action, and are ready to serve its ends is not the
tyrannical state of a mediaeval lordling. It has
nothing in common with the despotic States existing
prior to or subsequent to 1789. Far from crushing
the individual, the Fascist State multiplies his
energies, just as in a regiment a soldier is not
diminished but multiplied by the number of his fellow
soldiers.

The Fascist State organizes the nation,
but it leaves the individual adequate elbow
room. It has curtailed useless or harmful
liberties while preserving those which are
essential. In such matters the individual
cannot be the judge, but the State only.
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The Fascist State is not indifferent to religious
phenomena in general nor does it maintain an
attitude of indifference to Roman Catholicism,
the special, positive religion of Italians. The State
has not got a theology but it has a moral code.
The Fascist State sees in religion one of the
deepest of spiritual manifestations and for this reason
it not only respects religion but defends and
protects it. The Fascist State does not attempt, as
did Robespierre at the height of the revolutionary
delirium of the Convention, t o s e t u p a “ g o d ”
of its own; nor does it vainly seek, as does
Bolshevism, to efface God from the soul of man.
Fascism respects the God of ascetics, saints, and
heroes, and it also respects God as conceived by the
ingenuous and primitive heart of the people, the
God to whom their prayers are raised.

Never before have the peoples thirsted for authority,
direction, order, as they do now. If each age has its
doctrine, then innumerable symptoms indicate that
the doctrine of our age is the Fascist. That it is
vital is shown by the fact that it has aroused a
faith; that this faith has conquered souls is shown
by the fact that Fascism can point to its fallen
heroes and its martyrs.
Fascism has now acquired throughout the world
that universally which belongs to all doctrines which
by achieving self-expression represent a moment
in the history of human thought.

The Fascist State expresses the will to exercise
power and to command. Here the Roman tradition
is embodied in a conception of strength. Imperial
power, as understood by the Fascist doctrine, is not
only territorial, or military, or commercial; it is
also spiritual and ethical. An imperial nation, that
is to say a nation which directly or indirectly is a
leader of others, can exist without the need of
conquering a single square mile of territory.
Fascism sees in the imperialistic spirit — i.e., in the
tendency of nations to expand — a manifestation of
their vitality. In the opposite tendency, which
would limit their interests to the home country, it
sees a symptom of decadence. Peoples who rise or
re-arise are imperialistic; renunciation is
characteristic of dying peoples. The Fascist doctrine
is that best suited to the tendencies and feelings of
a people which, like the Italian, after lying fallow
during centuries of foreign servitude, are now
reasserting itself in the world.

But imperialism implies discipline, the
coordination of efforts, a deep sense of duty
and a spirit of self-sacrifice. This explains
many aspects of the practical activity of the
regime, and the direction taken by many of
the forces of the State, as also the severity
which has to be exercised towards those
who would oppose this spontaneous and
inevitable movement of 20th century
Italy by agitating outgrown ideologies of
the 19th century, ideologies rejected
wherever great experiments in political
and social transformations are being dared.
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights | United
Nations
United Nations

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is a milestone document in the history of
human rights. Drafted by representatives with different legal and cultural backgrounds from all
regions of the world, the Declaration was proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly in
Paris on 10 December 1948 (General Assembly resolution 217 A) as a common standard of
achievements for all peoples and all nations. It sets out, for the first time, fundamental human
rights to be universally protected and it has been translated into over 500 languages. The UDHR is
widely recognized as having inspired, and paved the way for, the adoption of more than seventy
human rights treaties, applied today on a permanent basis at global and regional levels (all
containing references to it in their preambles).

Preamble
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members
of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have
outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy
freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest
aspiration of the common people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion
against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,
Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of
men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better standards of life in
larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United
Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental
freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance for
the full realization of this pledge,
Now, therefore,
The General Assembly,
Proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a common standard of achievement for
all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this
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Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these
rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their
universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States
themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.

Article 1
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction
of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or
social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis
of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person
belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of
sovereignty.

Article 3
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

Article 4
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all
their forms.

Article 5
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 6
Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 7
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the
law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration
and against any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8
Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating
the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.
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Article 9
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Article 10
Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial
tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.

Article 11
1. Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved
guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his
defence.
2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did
not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was
committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the
time the penal offence was committed.

Article 12
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the
protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 13
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each
state.
2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.

Article 14
1. Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.
2. This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political
crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 15
1. Everyone has the right to a nationality.
2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his
nationality.

Article 16
1. Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have
the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage,
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during marriage and at its dissolution.
2. Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses.
3. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection
by society and the State.

Article 17
1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.
2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Article 18
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom
to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in
public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

Article 19
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any
media and regardless of frontiers.

Article 20
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
2. No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21
1. Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely
chosen representatives.
2. Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
3. The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be
expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage
and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to realization,
through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organization and
resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and
the free development of his personality.

Article 23
1. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable
conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.
2. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.
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3. Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself
and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by
other means of social protection.
4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.

Article 24
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and
periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25
1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary
social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.
2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether
born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.

Article 26
1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and
fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional
education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible
to all on the basis of merit.
2. Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and
shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.

Article 27
1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the
arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any
scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.

Article 28
Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in
this Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29
1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his
personality is possible.
2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as
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are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the
rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order
and the general welfare in a democratic society.
3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United Nations.

Article 30
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right
to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and
freedoms set forth herein.
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Entry into force: 23 March 1976, in accordance with Article 49

Preamble
The States Parties to the present Covenant,
Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United
Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members
of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person,
Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ideal of free
human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear and want can only be
achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and political rights, as well
as his economic, social and cultural rights,
Considering the obligation of States under the Charter of the United Nations to promote universal
respect for, and observance of, human rights and freedoms,
Realizing that the individual, having duties to other individuals and to the community to which he
belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of the rights
recognized in the present Covenant,
Agree upon the following articles:

PART I
Article 1
1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.
2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources without
prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon the
principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own
means of subsistence.
3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the
administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the
right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations.

PART II
Article 2
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1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals
within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, each State Party to the
present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional
processes and with the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such laws or other measures as
may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant.
3. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:
(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have
an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an
official capacity;
(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined by
competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority
provided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;
(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.
Article 3
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women
to the enjoyment of all civil and political rights set forth in the present Covenant.
Article 4
1 . In time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the existence of which is
officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant may take measures derogating
from their obligations under the present Covenant to the extent strictly required by the exigencies
of the situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with their other obligations
under international law and do not involve discrimination solely on the ground of race, colour, sex,
language, religion or social origin.
2. No derogation from articles 6, 7, 8 (paragraphs I and 2), 11, 15, 16 and 18 may be made under this
provision.
3. Any State Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the right of derogation shall
immediately inform the other States Parties to the present Covenant, through the intermediary of
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, of the provisions from which it has derogated and of
the reasons by which it was actuated. A further communication shall be made, through the same
intermediary, on the date on which it terminates such derogation.
Article 5
1. Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person
any right to engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights
and freedoms recognized herein or at their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the
present Covenant.
2. There shall be no restriction upon or derogation from any of the fundamental human rights
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recognized or existing in any State Party to the present Covenant pursuant to law, conventions,
regulations or custom on the pretext that the present Covenant does not recognize such rights or
that it recognizes them to a lesser extent.

PART III
Article 6
1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only
for the most serious crimes in accordance with the law in force at the time of the commission of the
crime and not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This penalty can only be carried out
pursuant to a final judgement rendered by a competent court.
3. When deprivation of life constitutes the crime of genocide, it is understood that nothing in this
article shall authorize any State Party to the present Covenant to derogate in any way from any
obligation assumed under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide.
4. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation of the sentence.
Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may be granted in all cases.
5. Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes committed by persons below eighteen years of
age and shall not be carried out on pregnant women.
6. Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of capital punishment
by any State Party to the present Covenant.
Article 7
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. In
particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific
experimentation.
Article 8
1. No one shall be held in slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all their forms shall be prohibited.
2. No one shall be held in servitude.
3.
(a) No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour;
(b) Paragraph 3 (a) shall not be held to preclude, in countries where imprisonment with hard
labour may be imposed as a punishment for a crime, the performance of hard labour in pursuance
of a sentence to such punishment by a competent court;
(c) For the purpose of this paragraph the term "forced or compulsory labour" shall not include:
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(i) Any work or service, not referred to in subparagraph (b), normally required of a person who is
under detention in consequence of a lawful order of a court, or of a person during conditional
release from such detention;
(ii) Any service of a military character and, in countries where conscientious objection is
recognized, any national service required by law of conscientious objectors;
(iii) Any service exacted in cases of emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the
community;
(iv) Any work or service which forms part of normal civil obligations.
Article 9
1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary
arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in
accordance with such procedure as are established by law.
2. Anyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of arrest, of the reasons for his arrest and
shall be promptly informed of any charges against him.
3. Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought promptly before a judge or
other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a
reasonable time or to release. It shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be
detained in custody, but release may be subject to guarantees to appear for trial, at any other stage
of the judicial proceedings, and, should occasion arise, for execution of the judgement.
4. Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings
before a court, in order that that court may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention
and order his release if the detention is not lawful.
5. Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have an enforceable right to
compensation.
Article 10
1. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the
inherent dignity of the human person.
2.
(a) Accused persons shall, save in exceptional circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons
and shall be subject to separate treatment appropriate to their status as unconvicted persons;
(b) Accused juvenile persons shall be separated from adults and brought as speedily as possible for
adjudication.
3. The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of prisoners the essential aim of which shall be
their reformation and social rehabilitation. Juvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults and
be accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status.
Article 11
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No one shall be imprisoned merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a contractual obligation.
Article 12
1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to
liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence.
2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own.
3. The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject to any restrictions except those which are
provided by law, are necessary to protect national security, public order (ordre public), public
health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others, and are consistent with the other rights
recognized in the present Covenant.
4. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country.
Article 13
An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to the present Covenant may be expelled therefrom
only in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with law and shall, except where compelling
reasons of national security otherwise require, be allowed to submit the reasons against his
expulsion and to have his case reviewed by, and be represented for the purpose before, the
competent authority or a person or persons especially designated by the competent authority.
Article 14
1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any criminal
charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a
fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law. The
press and the public may be excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons of morals, public order
(ordre public) or national security in a democratic society, or when the interest of the private lives
of the parties so requires, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special
circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice; but any judgement rendered
in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall be made public except where the interest of juvenile
persons otherwise requires or the proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of
children.
2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law.
3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the
following minimum guarantees, in full equality: (a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a
language which he understands of the nature and cause of the charge against him;
(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to communicate with
counsel of his own choosing;
(c) To be tried without undue delay;
(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his
own choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal assistance, of this right; and to have legal
assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests of justice so require, and without
payment by him in any such case if he does not have sufficient means to pay for it;
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(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and
examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;
(f) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used
in court;
(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.
4. In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as will take account of their age and
the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation.
5. Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and sentence being reviewed
by a higher tribunal according to law.
6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence and when
subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned on the ground that a new or
newly discovered fact shows conclusively that there has been a miscarriage of justice, the person
who has suffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall be compensated according to law,
unless it is proved that the non-disclosure of the unknown fact in time is wholly or partly
attributable to him.
7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has already been
finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country.
Article 15
1 . No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did
not constitute a criminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was
committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time
when the criminal offence was committed. If, subsequent to the commission of the offence,
provision is made by law for the imposition of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit thereby.
2. Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or
omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general
principles of law recognized by the community of nations.
Article 16
Everyone shall have the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
Article 17
1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
Article 18
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right shall
include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either
individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief
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in worship, observance, practice and teaching.
2. No one shall be subject to coercion which would impair his freedom to have or to adopt a religion
or belief of his choice.
3. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only to such limitations as are
prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the
fundamental rights and freedoms of others.
4. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for the liberty of parents
and, when applicable, legal guardians to ensure the religious and moral education of their children
in conformity with their own convictions.
Article 19
1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in
writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.
3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties
and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such
as are provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or
morals.
Article 20
1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law.
2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination,
hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.
Article 21
The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of
this right other than those imposed in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a
democratic society in the interests of national security or public safety, public order (ordre public),
the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Article 22
1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, including the right to form
and join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those which are prescribed
by law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or public
safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or the protection of the
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rights and freedoms of others. This article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on
members of the armed forces and of the police in their exercise of this right.
3. Nothing in this article shall authorize States Parties to the International Labour Organisation
Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize to
take legislative measures which would prejudice, or to apply the law in such a manner as to
prejudice, the guarantees provided for in that Convention.
Article 23
1. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by
society and the State.
2. The right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to found a family shall be
recognized.
3. No marriage shall be entered into without the free and full consent of the intending spouses.
4. States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate steps to ensure equality of rights
and responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. In the case of
dissolution, provision shall be made for the necessary protection of any children.
Article 24
1. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion,
national or social origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are required
by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the State.
2. Every child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have a name.
3. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality.
Article 25
Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in
article 2 and without unreasonable restrictions:
(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives;
(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the
electors;
(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his country.
Article 26
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal
protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all
persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status.
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Article 27
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such
minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to
enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language.

PART IV
Article 28
1. There shall be established a Human Rights Committee (hereafter referred to in the present
Covenant as the Committee). It shall consist of eighteen members and shall carry out the functions
hereinafter provided.
2. The Committee shall be composed of nationals of the States Parties to the present Covenant who
shall be persons of high moral character and recognized competence in the field of human rights,
consideration being given to the usefulness of the participation of some persons having legal
experience.
3. The members of the Committee shall be elected and shall serve in their personal capacity.
Article 29
1. The members of the Committee shall be elected by secret ballot from a list of persons possessing
the qualifications prescribed in article 28 and nominated for the purpose by the States Parties to the
present Covenant.
2. Each State Party to the present Covenant may nominate not more than two persons. These
persons shall be nationals of the nominating State.
3. A person shall be eligible for renomination.
Article 30
1. The initial election shall be held no later than six months after the date of the entry into force of
the present Covenant.
2. At least four months before the date of each election to the Committee, other than an election to
fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 34, the Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall address a written invitation to the States Parties to the present Covenant to submit their
nominations for membership of the Committee within three months.
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all the
persons thus nominated, with an indication of the States Parties which have nominated them, and
shall submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant no later than one month before the date
of each election.
4. Elections of the members of the Committee shall be held at a meeting of the States Parties to the
present Covenant convened by the Secretary General of the United Nations at the Headquarters of
the United Nations. At that meeting, for which two thirds of the States Parties to the present
Covenant shall constitute a quorum, the persons elected to the Committee shall be those nominees
who obtain the largest number of votes and an absolute majority of the votes of the representatives
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of States Parties present and voting.
Article 31
1. The Committee may not include more than one national of the same State.
2. In the election of the Committee, consideration shall be given to equitable geographical
distribution of membership and to the representation of the different forms of civilization and of
the principal legal systems.
Article 32
1. The members of the Committee shall be elected for a term of four years. They shall be eligible for
re-election if renominated. However, the terms of nine of the members elected at the first election
shall expire at the end of two years; immediately after the first election, the names of these nine
members shall be chosen by lot by the Chairman of the meeting referred to in article 30, paragraph
4.
2. Elections at the expiry of office shall be held in accordance with the preceding articles of this part
of the present Covenant.
Article 33
1. If, in the unanimous opinion of the other members, a member of the Committee has ceased to
carry out his functions for any cause other than absence of a temporary character, the Chairman of
the Committee shall notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall then declare the
seat of that member to be vacant.
2. In the event of the death or the resignation of a member of the Committee, the Chairman shall
immediately notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall declare the seat vacant
from the date of death or the date on which the resignation takes effect.
Article 34
1. When a vacancy is declared in accordance with article 33 and if the term of office of the member
to be replaced does not expire within six months of the declaration of the vacancy, the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations shall notify each of the States Parties to the present Covenant, which
may within two months submit nominations in accordance with article 29 for the purpose of filling
the vacancy.
2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of the
persons thus nominated and shall submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant. The
election to fill the vacancy shall then take place in accordance with the relevant provisions of this
part of the present Covenant.
3. A member of the Committee elected to fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 33 shall
hold office for the remainder of the term of the member who vacated the seat on the Committee
under the provisions of that article.
Article 35
The members of the Committee shall, with the approval of the General Assembly of the United
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Nations, receive emoluments from United Nations resources on such terms and conditions as the
General Assembly may decide, having regard to the importance of the Committee's responsibilities.
Article 36
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall provide the necessary staff and facilities for the
effective performance of the functions of the Committee under the present Covenant.
Article 37
1. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall convene the initial meeting of the Committee
at the Headquarters of the United Nations.
2. After its initial meeting, the Committee shall meet at such times as shall be provided in its rules
of procedure.
3. The Committee shall normally meet at the Headquarters of the United Nations or at the United
Nations Office at Geneva.
Article 38
Every member of the Committee shall, before taking up his duties, make a solemn declaration in
open committee that he will perform his functions impartially and conscientiously.
Article 39
1. The Committee shall elect its officers for a term of two years. They may be re-elected.
2. The Committee shall establish its own rules of procedure, but these rules shall provide, inter alia,
that:
(a) Twelve members shall constitute a quorum;
(b) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by a majority vote of the members present.
Article 40
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to submit reports on the measures they
have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on the progress made in the
enjoyment of those rights: (a) Within one year of the entry into force of the present Covenant for
the States Parties concerned;
(b) Thereafter whenever the Committee so requests.
2. All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit
them to the Committee for consideration. Reports shall indicate the factors and difficulties, if any,
affecting the implementation of the present Covenant.
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations may, after consultation with the Committee,
transmit to the specialized agencies concerned copies of such parts of the reports as may fall within
their field of competence.
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4. The Committee shall study the reports submitted by the States Parties to the present Covenant. It
shall transmit its reports, and such general comments as it may consider appropriate, to the States
Parties. The Committee may also transmit to the Economic and Social Council these comments
along with the copies of the reports it has received from States Parties to the present Covenant.
5. The States Parties to the present Covenant may submit to the Committee observations on any
comments that may be made in accordance with paragraph 4 of this article.
Article 41
1. A State Party to the present Covenant may at any time declare under this article that it recognizes
the competence of the Committee to receive and consider communications to the effect that a State
Party claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations under the present Covenant.
Communications under this article may be received and considered only if submitted by a State
Party which has made a declaration recognizing in regard to itself the competence of the
Committee. No communication shall be received by the Committee if it concerns a State Party
which has not made such a declaration. Communications received under this article shall be dealt
with in accordance with the following procedure:
(a) If a State Party to the present Covenant considers that another State Party is not giving effect to
the provisions of the present Covenant, it may, by written communication, bring the matter to the
attention of that State Party. Within three months after the receipt of the communication the
receiving State shall afford the State which sent the communication an explanation, or any other
statement in writing clarifying the matter which should include, to the extent possible and
pertinent, reference to domestic procedures and remedies taken, pending, or available in the
matter;
(b) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction of both States Parties concerned within six
months after the receipt by the receiving State of the initial communication, either State shall have
the right to refer the matter to the Committee, by notice given to the Committee and to the other
State;
(c) The Committee shall deal with a matter referred to it only after it has ascertained that all
available domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted in the matter, in conformity with the
generally recognized principles of international law. This shall not be the rule where the application
of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged;
(d) The Committee shall hold closed meetings when examining communications under this article;
(e) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (c), the Committee shall make available its good
offices to the States Parties concerned with a view to a friendly solution of the matter on the basis of
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in the present Covenant;
(f) In any matter referred to it, the Committee may call upon the States Parties concerned, referred
to in subparagraph (b), to supply any relevant information;
(g) The States Parties concerned, referred to in subparagraph (b), shall have the right to be
represented when the matter is being considered in the Committee and to make submissions orally
and/or in writing;
(h) The Committee shall, within twelve months after the date of receipt of notice under
subparagraph (b), submit a report:
(i) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is reached, the Committee shall confine its
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report to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached;
(ii) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is not reached, the Committee shall confine its
report to a brief statement of the facts; the written submissions and record of the oral submissions
made by the States Parties concerned shall be attached to the report. In every matter, the report
shall be communicated to the States Parties concerned.
2. The provisions of this article shall come into force when ten States Parties to the present
Covenant have made declarations under paragraph I of this article. Such declarations shall be
deposited by the States Parties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall
transmit copies thereof to the other States Parties. A declaration may be withdrawn at any time by
notification to the Secretary-General. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration of
any matter which is the subject of a communication already transmitted under this article; no
further communication by any State Party shall be received after the notification of withdrawal of
the declaration has been received by the Secretary-General, unless the State Party concerned has
made a new declaration.
Article 42
1.
(a) If a matter referred to the Committee in accordance with article 41 is not resolved to the
satisfaction of the States Parties concerned, the Committee may, with the prior consent of the States
Parties concerned, appoint an ad hoc Conciliation Commission (hereinafter referred to as the
Commission). The good offices of the Commission shall be made available to the States Parties
concerned with a view to an amicable solution of the matter on the basis of respect for the present
Covenant;
(b) The Commission shall consist of five persons acceptable to the States Parties concerned. If the
States Parties concerned fail to reach agreement within three months on all or part of the
composition of the Commission, the members of the Commission concerning whom no agreement
has been reached shall be elected by secret ballot by a two-thirds majority vote of the Committee
from among its members.
2. The members of the Commission shall serve in their personal capacity. They shall not be
nationals of the States Parties concerned, or of a State not Party to the present Covenant, or of a
State Party which has not made a declaration under article 41.
3. The Commission shall elect its own Chairman and adopt its own rules of procedure.
4. The meetings of the Commission shall normally be held at the Headquarters of the United
Nations or at the United Nations Office at Geneva. However, they may be held at such other
convenient places as the Commission may determine in consultation with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations and the States Parties concerned.
5. The secretariat provided in accordance with article 36 shall also service the commissions
appointed under this article.
6. The information received and collated by the Committee shall be made available to the
Commission and the Commission may call upon the States Parties concerned to supply any other
relevant information.
7. When the Commission has fully considered the matter, but in any event not later than twelve
months after having been seized of the matter, it shall submit to the Chairman of the Committee a
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report for communication to the States Parties concerned:
(a) If the Commission is unable to complete its consideration of the matter within twelve months, it
shall confine its report to a brief statement of the status of its consideration of the matter;
(b) If an amicable solution to the matter on tie basis of respect for human rights as recognized in
the present Covenant is reached, the Commission shall confine its report to a brief statement of the
facts and of the solution reached;
(c) If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (b) is not reached, the Commission's report shall
embody its findings on all questions of fact relevant to the issues between the States Parties
concerned, and its views on the possibilities of an amicable solution of the matter. This report shall
also contain the written submissions and a record of the oral submissions made by the States
Parties concerned;
(d) If the Commission's report is submitted under subparagraph (c), the States Parties concerned
shall, within three months of the receipt of the report, notify the Chairman of the Committee
whether or not they accept the contents of the report of the Commission.
8. The provisions of this article are without prejudice to the responsibilities of the Committee under
article 41.
9. The States Parties concerned shall share equally all the expenses of the members of the
Commission in accordance with estimates to be provided by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
10. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be empowered to pay the expenses of the
members of the Commission, if necessary, before reimbursement by the States Parties concerned,
in accordance with paragraph 9 of this article.
Article 43
The members of the Committee, and of the ad hoc conciliation commissions which may be
appointed under article 42, shall be entitled to the facilities, privileges and immunities of experts on
mission for the United Nations as laid down in the relevant sections of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.
Article 44
The provisions for the implementation of the present Covenant shall apply without prejudice to the
procedures prescribed in the field of human rights by or under the constituent instruments and the
conventions of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies and shall not prevent the States
Parties to the present Covenant from having recourse to other procedures for settling a dispute in
accordance with general or special international agreements in force between them.
Article 45
The Committee shall submit to the General Assembly of the United Nations, through the Economic
and Social Council, an annual report on its activities.

PART V
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Article 46
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the provisions of the Charter of
the United Nations and of the constitutions of the specialized agencies which define the respective
responsibilities of the various organs of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies in regard
to the matters dealt with in the present Covenant.
Article 47
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of all peoples
to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources.

PART VI
Article 48
1. The present Covenant is open for signature by any State Member of the United Nations or
member of any of its specialized agencies, by any State Party to the Statute of the International
Court of Justice, and by any other State which has been invited by the General Assembly of the
United Nations to become a Party to the present Covenant.
2. The present Covenant is subject to ratification. Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with
the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession by any State referred to in paragraph 1 of this
article.
4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.
5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States which have signed this
Covenant or acceded to it of the deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession.
Article 49
1. The present Covenant shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument
of accession.
2. For each State ratifying the present Covenant or acceding to it after the deposit of the thirty-fifth
instrument of ratification or instrument of accession, the present Covenant shall enter into force
three months after the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification or instrument of
accession.
Article 50
The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to all parts of federal States without any
limitations or exceptions.
Article 51
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1. Any State Party to the present Covenant may propose an amendment and file it with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall
thereupon communicate any proposed amendments to the States Parties to the present Covenant
with a request that they notify him whether they favour a conference of States Parties for the
purpose of considering and voting upon the proposals. In the event that at least one third of the
States Parties favours such a conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the conference under
the auspices of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a majority of the States Parties
present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to the General Assembly of the United
Nations for approval.
2. Amendments shall come into force when they have been approved by the General Assembly of
the United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority of the States Parties to the present
Covenant in accordance with their respective constitutional processes. 3. When amendments come
into force, they shall be binding on those States Parties which have accepted them, other States
Parties still being bound by the provisions of the present Covenant and any earlier amendment
which they have accepted.
Article 52
1. Irrespective of the notifications made under article 48, paragraph 5, the Secretary-General of the
United Nations shall inform all States referred to in paragraph I of the same article of the following
particulars:
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 48;
(b) The date of the entry into force of the present Covenant under article 49 and the date of the
entry into force of any amendments under article 51.
Article 53
1. The present Covenant, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations.
2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified copies of the present
Covenant to all States referred to in article 48.
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A Declaration of the Independence of
Cyberspace
by John Perry Barlow

Governments of the Industrial World, you weary giants of flesh and steel, I come
from Cyberspace, the new home of Mind. On behalf of the future, I ask you of the
past to leave us alone. You are not welcome among us. You have no sovereignty
where we gather.
We have no elected government, nor are we likely to have one, so I address you with
no greater authority than that with which liberty itself always speaks. I declare the
global social space we are building to be naturally independent of the tyrannies you
seek to impose on us. You have no moral right to rule us nor do you possess any
methods of enforcement we have true reason to fear.
Governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed. You have
neither solicited nor received ours. We did not invite you. You do not know us, nor
do you know our world. Cyberspace does not lie within your borders. Do not think
that you can build it, as though it were a public construction project. You cannot. It
is an act of nature and it grows itself through our collective actions.
You have not engaged in our great and gathering conversation, nor did you create
the wealth of our marketplaces. You do not know our culture, our ethics, or the
unwritten codes that already provide our society more order than could be obtained
by any of your impositions.
You claim there are problems among us that you need to solve. You use this claim
as an excuse to invade our precincts. Many of these problems don't exist. Where
there are real conflicts, where there are wrongs, we will identify them and address
them by our means. We are forming our own Social Contract. This governance will
arise according to the conditions of our world, not yours. Our world is different.
Cyberspace consists of transactions, relationships, and thought itself, arrayed like a
standing wave in the web of our communications. Ours is a world that is both
everywhere and nowhere, but it is not where bodies live.
We are creating a world that all may enter without privilege or prejudice accorded
by race, economic power, military force, or station of birth.
We are creating a world where anyone, anywhere may express his or her beliefs, no
matter how singular, without fear of being coerced into silence or conformity.
Your legal concepts of property, expression, identity, movement, and context do not
apply to us. They are all based on matter, and there is no matter here.
Our identities have no bodies, so, unlike you, we cannot obtain order by physical
coercion. We believe that from ethics, enlightened self-interest, and the
commonweal, our governance will emerge. Our identities may be distributed across
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many of your jurisdictions. The only law that all our constituent cultures would
generally recognize is the Golden Rule. We hope we will be able to build our
particular solutions on that basis. But we cannot accept the solutions you are
attempting to impose.
In the United States, you have today created a law, the Telecommunications Reform
Act, which repudiates your own Constitution and insults the dreams of Jefferson,
Washington, Mill, Madison, DeToqueville, and Brandeis. These dreams must now
be born anew in us.
You are terrified of your own children, since they are natives in a world where you
will always be immigrants. Because you fear them, you entrust your bureaucracies
with the parental responsibilities you are too cowardly to confront yourselves. In
our world, all the sentiments and expressions of humanity, from the debasing to the
angelic, are parts of a seamless whole, the global conversation of bits. We cannot
separate the air that chokes from the air upon which wings beat.
In China, Germany, France, Russia, Singapore, Italy and the United States, you are
trying to ward off the virus of liberty by erecting guard posts at the frontiers of
Cyberspace. These may keep out the contagion for a small time, but they will not
work in a world that will soon be blanketed in bit-bearing media.
Your increasingly obsolete information industries would perpetuate themselves by
proposing laws, in America and elsewhere, that claim to own speech itself
throughout the world. These laws would declare ideas to be another industrial
product, no more noble than pig iron. In our world, whatever the human mind may
create can be reproduced and distributed infinitely at no cost. The global
conveyance of thought no longer requires your factories to accomplish.
These increasingly hostile and colonial measures place us in the same position as
those previous lovers of freedom and self-determination who had to reject the
authorities of distant, uninformed powers. We must declare our virtual selves
immune to your sovereignty, even as we continue to consent to your rule over our
bodies. We will spread ourselves across the Planet so that no one can arrest our
thoughts.
We will create a civilization of the Mind in Cyberspace. May it be more humane and
fair than the world your governments have made before.
Davos, Switzerland
February 8, 1996
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September 21, 2022
Ms. Susan Wojcicki
Chief Executive Officer
YouTube
901 Cherry Ave.
San Bruno, CA 94066
Dear Ms. Wojcicki:
On September 14, 2022, Neal Mohan, YouTube’s Chief Product Officer testified before
the Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee (HSGAC) about social media’s
impact on homeland security. In the hearing, Mr. Mohan testified that YouTube “worked with
third party health authorities, in this country that did include the CDC [Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention] and FDA [Food and Drug Administration]” to create the company’s
policies surrounding COVID-19 misinformation. 1 These policies appear to have led to the
repeated censorship of me, proceedings before the United States Senate, and news media. I write
to request information and material concerning the development and implementation of
YouTube’s content moderation policies.
As mentioned, YouTube has censored me on multiple occasions. Your company has
suspended me twice for advocating for the early treatment of COVID-19, opposing vaccine
mandates for children and workers, and advocating for the vaccine injured. The following
timeline highlights YouTube’s censorship of me and journalists that have interviewed me.
Timeline of YouTube’s Actions Against Sen. Johnson
January 2021: YouTube removes two videos of a December 8, 2020 HSGAC hearing that
focused on early treatments of COVID-19. 2
•

YouTube removed a 30-minute summary of the hearing from my page. YouTube also
removed the opening statement of Dr. Pierre Kory. Dr. Kory is from Milwaukee, WI and
is a part of a group of world-renowned doctors who developed groundbreaking use of
corticosteroids to treat hospitalized COVID-19 patients. YouTube gave my staff five

1

Social Media’s Impact on Homeland Security: Hearing Before S. Comm. on Homeland Sec. and Governmental
Affairs Comm, 117th Cong. (2022) (statement of Neal Mohan, Chief Product Officer, YouTube) video available at
https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/social-medias-impact-on-homeland-security.
2
My account dashboard currently has a warning associated with the two videos from this hearing that the videos
violate YouTube’s “community guidelines” against “medical misinformation” (screenshot on file with Subcomm.).
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hours warning before deleting Dr. Kory’s Senate testimony from my YouTube channel. 3
A few days later, YouTube removed the same video from Fox News Now’s YouTube
channel, where the video had nearly 8 million views. 4
June 2021: YouTube removes an interview of me at the Milwaukee Press Club newsmaker
luncheon and suspends my account for seven days. 5
•

In an email to my staff, YouTube cited two statements that led to my account’s
suspension. 6 Both statements that garnered the suspension are objectively true:
ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine are both safe and effective drugs; and in June 2021,
the National Institutes of Health guidelines for patients with COVID-19 were to isolate at
home. Despite your censorship, the Milwaukee Press club ended up reposting the video
on their own website, saying they “believe it is extremely important to provide
information on topics of interest regardless of their political perspective.” 7

October 7, 2021: YouTube censors another HSGAC hearing. 8
•

On October 7, 2021, YouTube removed a video from my channel that included a series of
questions asked by Sen. Rand Paul to witnesses at a December 16, 2020 HSGAC hearing
examining irregularities with the 2020 election. 9 YouTube censored Sen. Paul’s
questioning of retired federal judge Ken Starr regarding the results of nationwide
litigation concerning alleged voter fraud in the 2020 election. 10 Sen. Paul noted that the
courts dismissed a number of cases on procedural grounds, never actually reached the
merits of the cases, and that the results of the litigation should not be interpreted to mean
that there was zero fraud in the 2020 election. 11 Judge Starr agreed that the courts
dismissed the cases on procedural grounds. 12 Sen. Paul also raised concerns about nonlegislators (e.g. State Secretaries of State) effectively changing election laws without

3
Ron Johnson, Youtube Censored Me (Jan. 29, 2021) https://www ronjohnson.senate.gov/2021/1/youtube-censoredme.
4
Id.
5
Email from YouTube Staff to staff for Sen. Ron Johnson, June 10, 2021 (on file with Subcomm.).
6
The first statement was “It's an incredibly safe drug - both hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin.” The second
statement was, “currently still the NIH guidelines in terms of early treatment of COVID is to do nothing, go home,
afraid, scared, isolate yourself until you're so sick you come into the hospital where it just may be too late. That's not
compassionate care, that is a nonsensical guideline, particularly when you have studies more and more of them
worldwide showing the efficacy and the safety the long-term multi-decade safety of both ivermectin and
hydroxychloroquine.” Email from YouTube staff to staff for Sen. Ron Johnson, June 10, 2021 (on file with
Subcomm.).
7
Milwaukee Press Club, Milwaukee Press Club Re-Posts Johnson Video After YouTube Removed it From Club’s
Page, https://milwaukeepressclub.org/milwaukee-press-club-re-posts-johnson-video-after-youtube-removed-it-fromclubs-page/ (last visited Sept. 21, 2022).
8
Email from YouTube Staff to staff for Sen. Ron Johnson, Oct. 7, 2021 (on file with Subcomm.).
9
Id.
10
Examining Irregularities in the 2020 Election: Hearing Before the S. Homeland Sec. and Governmental Affairs
Comm, 117th Cong. 25-27 (2020) https://www.congress.gov/116/chrg/CHRG-116shrg43071/CHRG116shrg43071.pdf.
11
Id.
12
Id.
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input from state legislators. 13 YouTube told my staff that they removed the clip because
it “alleges widespread fraud or errors that changed the outcome of the 2020 US
Presidential Election.” 14 The video was uploaded on December 20, 2020, meaning
YouTube waited nearly a year to remove the video.
October 22, 2021: YouTube censors and suspends a Wisconsin journalist for interviewing me.
•

On October 22, 2021, YouTube suspended the account of Dan O’Donnell, a Wisconsin
talk show host for one week after he posted an interview with me. 15 In that interview, I
discussed a number of issues including my opposition of vaccine mandates, my concern
for the FDA’s rushed approval of the vaccination for children, and other newsworthy
topics of interest to my constituents. 16 In its communications to Mr. O’Donnell
informing him of the suspension, YouTube reportedly wrote, “we know that this might be
disappointing, but it’s important to us that YouTube is a safe place for all.” 17 YouTube
explained further that it “doesn’t allow claims about COVID-19 vaccinations that
contradict expert consensus from local health authorities or the World Health
Organization.” 18

November 12, 2021: YouTube suspends me again.
•

On November 12, 2021, YouTube suspended my channel again for one week and
removed a video of a November 2, 2021 roundtable I convened. 19 The roundtable
brought together medical experts from across disciplines that advocated for early
treatment of COVID-19, discussed the importance of natural immunity, heard stories on
the disastrous consequences of vaccine mandates, highlighted the lack of transparency
from the federal health agencies, and gave a voice to the vaccine injured. 20 During the
panel discussion, I cited government data from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (VAERS), had a conversation with doctors and other frontline medical
professionals that have actually treated COVID-19 patients, and heard about the
experiences of the vaccine injured. 21 YouTube pulled down the full three-plus hour
roundtable, but left online a 34-minute highlight clip of the round table.

13

Id.
Email from YouTube leg affairs to staff for Sen. Ron Johnson, Oct. 7, 2021 (on file with Subcomm.).
15
Dan O’Donnell, Maclver Institute, The Censors Come for Ron Johnson (Again) (Oct. 22, 2021)
https://www.maciverinstitute.com/2021/10/the-censors-come-for-ron-johnson-again/.
16
Id.
17
Id.
18
Id.
19
Ron Johnson (@SenRonJohnson), TWITTER (Nov. 12, 2021, 9:23 AM),
https://twitter.com/SenRonJohnson/status/1459346100691873795.
20
Toria Barnhart, Newsweek, YouTube Suspends Senator Ron Johnson for a Week Over COVID Misinformation
(Sept. 21, 2022) https://www.newsweek.com/youtube-suspends-senator-ron-johnson-week-over-covidmisinformation-1648942; Ron Johnson (@SenRonJohnson), TWITTER (Nov. 12, 2021, 9:23 AM),
https://twitter.com/SenRonJohnson/status/1459346100691873795.
21
Toria Barnhart, Newsweek, YouTube Suspends Senator Ron Johnson for a Week Over COVID Misinformation
(Sept. 21, 2022) https://www.newsweek.com/youtube-suspends-senator-ron-johnson-week-over-covidmisinformation-1648942.
14
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During the September 14, 2022 HSGAC hearing I read the following two quotes that
President Biden said on July 21, 2021. 22 The first was, “You’re not going to get COVID if you
have these vaccinations.” 23 The second was, “If you’re vaccinated, you’re not going to be
hospitalized, you’re not going to be in an ICU unit, and you’re not going to die.” 24 There is no
doubt that these two statements are false. I asked Mr. Mohan and the witnesses from the other
social media companies whether your companies ever flagged President Biden as a spreader of
misinformation. 25 No one even attempted to answer my question. 26
YouTube has displayed a troubling track record of censoring a sitting United States
Senator, the proceedings of the United States Senate, journalists that interview me, and the
display of data that is entirely generated from U.S. government health agencies. In the
September 14, 2022 HSGAC hearing, Mr. Mohan committed to “shar[ing] how YouTube
developed” its COVID-19 misinformation policy. 27 In light of Mr. Mohan’s commitment to me,
I request the following information and material:
1. Mr. Mohan testified that YouTube worked with U.S. health authorities, including the
CDC and FDA to develop its COVID-19 misinformation policies. 28 Please provide:
a. The complete list of U.S. health agencies YouTube worked with on the
development of its COVID-19 misinformation policies;
b. The names of officials at each of the federal health agencies that YouTube
worked with on the development of its COVID-19 misinformation policies; and
c. All communications with employees of federal health agencies referring or
relating to the development, implementation, or application, of YouTube’s
COVID-19 misinformation policies from January 2020 to the present.
2. All documents and communications, internal and external of YouTube, referring or
relating to YouTube’s removal of videos associated with HSGAC’s December 8, 2020
hearing in January 2021. Please provide the relevant documents for the removal of
videos associated with this hearing from:
a. My account; and
b. Any account associated with Fox News.
22

Social Media’s Impact on Homeland Security: Hearing Before S. Comm. on Homeland Sec. and Governmental
Affairs, 117th Cong. (2022) video available at https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/social-medias-impact-onhomeland-security.
23
The White House, Remarks by President Biden in a CNN Town Hall with Don Lemon (July 22, 2021)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/07/22/remarks-by-president-biden-in-a-cnntown-hall-with-don-lemon/.
24
Id.
25
Social Media’s Impact on Homeland Security: Hearing Before S. Comm. on Homeland Sec. and Governmental
Affairs, 117th Cong. (2022) (question by Sen. Ron Johnson, Ranking Member, Permanent Subcomm. on
Investigations) video available at https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/social-medias-impact-on-homelandsecurity.
26
Id.
27
Id. (statement of Neal Mohan, Chief Product Officer, YouTube) video available at
https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/social-medias-impact-on-homeland-security.
28
Id.
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3. All documents and communications, internal and external of YouTube, referring or
relating to YouTube’s June 2021 suspension of my page or removal of videos associated
with my interview with the Milwaukee Press Club.
4. All documents and communications, internal and external of YouTube, referring or
relating to YouTube’s October 2021 removal of videos from my page associated with the
HSGAC hearing held on December 16, 2020.
5. All documents and communications, internal and external of YouTube, referring or
relating to YouTube’s October 2021 suspension of Dan O’Donnell or removal of his
interview with me.
6. All documents and communications, internal and external of YouTube, referring or
relating to YouTube’s November 2021 suspension of my page or removal of videos
associated with a roundtable I held on November 2, 2021.
7. Provide all instances in which YouTube labeled content posted by President Biden or any
White House affiliated account operated by the Biden administration as misinformation.
Thank you for your attention to this important request. Please produce all responsive
material by October 5, 2022. I look forward to receive a prompt and complete response.
Sincerely,

Ron Johnson
Ranking Member
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
cc:

The Honorable Jon Ossoff
Chairman
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
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